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Tenure denials overturned after appeals
Cherie Skoczen
News Editor

The decision to deny tenure to
three faculty members was recent I y reversed by a committee of
academicdeansand the academic
vice president.
"While[th~ three faculty members[ did not meet all of the criteria for tenure at thel time of the
initial decision, since then things
have happened, and it is evident
that ina couple of the cases things

were produced," said Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, Nick
Baumgartner.
He said thatduringtheappeals
process two of the faculty members added new information to
their applications which then enabled them to meet the criteria for
tenure. In the other case, the faculty member was able to better
explain the information that had
been presented in the original application, Baumgartner said.

"It does show that the appeals
process can work," Baumgartner
said.
This was not the first time a
tenure decision had been reversed,
Baumgartner said. "Whether it's
the first time a decisiOn has been
reversed by the appeals process, 1
don't know," he said.
He added that in prevtousyears
tenure decisions have been reversed following grievance procedures, which follow the appeals

Arson suspected in dorm fires
Police believe four incidents related; no arrests made
Tom O'Konowitz
Assistant News Editor

Four fires set in John Carroll
University dormitories on the
night of Saturday, March 30, were
ruled as aggravated arson by the
University Heights Police Department.
"We believe that [the fires] probably are connected," said Donna
r

,

e

"We'll pursue any lead we have as
faraswecantakeit. We'retalking
about endangering people's lives,
and that's not something to be
taken lightly."
A fire was found in a trash can
on the second floor of Murphy
Hall just after I0:30 1• m. The fire
alarm was activated, and the fire
was extinguished by students and
hall staff, Byrnes" said.
A second fire alarm went off in
Murphy Hall at midnight, after a
fire in a first floor bathroom had
been started.
Resident Assistant Brent Miller
extinguished the fire, which was
started ina plastic towel dispenser

mounted on the wall.
According to a University
Heights Police Department report,
"The dispenser was found completely melted with a large pile of
ashes beneath it, and part of the
roll unburned on the wall mount,"
according to a University Heights
Police Department report.
Students were evacuated from
e-but

'

-

smoke-filled, residents said. They
were not permitted back into the
building for almost an hour.
While still investigating the
first two fires on Saturday night,
police were notified of a fire in
Pacelli Hall. RA jennifer Souza
reported that a card board sign was
set on fire around I a.m. She extinguished it and found no damage to
the building, she said.
"Security came and questioned
some off-campus men who were
seen in the area, but they didn't
come to any conclusion," Byrnes
said.
Bernet Residence Hall Director Dan O'Malia called campus

Strummin· on the ole banjo

process. "Because of what was in volved this time, we didn't have to
go through the grievance process,"
Baumgartner said.
Ernest DeZolt, professor of sociology, Karen Gygli , professor of
communications, and Dwight
Hahn , professor of political science, were notified near the beginning of April that their denial
of tenure had been reversed ,
Deloit said. He said that on April
4 he received a call from the university asking him to come and
pick up a letter. The letter stated
his tenure decision had been reversed.
"My first reaction was one of
joy, rei ief and satisfaction," DeZolt
said. "I was satisfied that the committee of deans was able ro review
my tenure dossier a second time

and come up with a decision."
DeZolt said he gives a lot of
credit to the committee of deans
for their integrity dunng the four
months since the initial denial of
tenure. "I'm cenam it was a very
difficult time for the admimstranon as it was for the faculty, staff
and students," Deloit sa1d. "In the
mid t of all this, [the administration] deserves a lot of credit."
According to Baumgartner,
when a faculty member decides
to appeal the denial of tenure, he
or she can present his or her case
to the committee of deans, which
IS composed of the dean of the
graduate school, the dean of arts
and sciences, and the dean of the
school of business. Baumgartner
said the chairperson of thefaculty
see TENURE, page 3

security at 1:20 a.m. to report that
a fire was started in a garbage can
in Bernet Hall'ssecond floor bathroom. O'Malia extinguished the
fire, and fire alarms did not activate.
"It was our opinion that there
wasenoughsmokegenerated that Cherie Skoczen
chard P. Salmi, SJ said it must go
[the fire alarm] should have gone News Ed1tor
to a referendum of the whole
off: Byrnes said.
The Student Unwn Senate ,..hoo\,a~n>rdmgtolavolar\o.lhe
ince the university
...,.
~ 11
f Ueday ro lorra dte :eaeft uairi!iwty w
have the technical ability to be sure Student Activities Budget Board creatton of a House of Representhat the fire system was in func- {SABB),changing the way umver- tativesduringf reshmanclasselectioning capacity, the residence sity funds wlll be allocated to tions next fall , she said.
Accordmg to the SABB prostaff elected to have an all-night chartered organizations.
fire watch. From the final fire in
"This is a great shift to student posal, the SABB will consist of
Bernet until 7 a.m., all buildings empowerment, trust and a huge three students appointed by the
were patrolled by residence hall move in student responsibility," SUSenate,twostudentsappointed
staff membersonaconstant basis. said john Cranley, former Student by the SU House of RepresentaAccording to Byrnes, it was Umon President. "Because of the tives and three members aplater determined that all fire approval [of the bill\, we are no pointed by the Vice President for
alarms on campus were function- longer a mockery of student gov- Student Affairs.
Underthe proposaL all organiing properly.
ernment across the country but a
Byrnes said that there were model of autonomy and responsi- zations will be required to submit
a projected budget to the SABB by
some rumors about who started bility."
the fires, and people were quesSABB will go into effect next Feb. 1 of each school year, and aftioned. But she said that campus year, pending the creation of a terall necessary meetingsanddissecurity, led by Sgt. Dale Blaess, House of Representatives in the cussions, the SABB will present a
Student Union, said Doralice budget detailing the appropriasee FIRE, page 3
tion of university funds to organiTavolario, SU President.
However, the creation of a zations to the SU Senate and House
House of Representatives tssucha of Representatives. This budget,
drastic change in john Carroll's along with an explanation of it
see SABB, page 2
student government that Rev. Ri-

Senate approves SABB

McMinn to receive Beaudry
Award at graduation
Jennifer Rowland
Staff Reporter
Senior jason McMinn was voted
the rectptentof the 1996 Beaudry
Award, to be given during grad uation ceremonies on May 19.
"It's the highest and only commendauon award given to a student at graduation." said Rev. Peter
Fennessy, SJ
According to Campus Ministry records, the Beaudry Award
was established in 1951 to commemorate the outstandmg student leader Robert Beaudry of the
class of 1950. Beaudry was killed
man airplane crash in 1951 on his
way home to Chicago. The
Beaudry Award has been awarded
toone senior each yearsmce 1951.

The student who receives it is recognized foroutstandingservicein
the four areas of leadership, academic ach 1evement, service to the
Car~oll or civic community, and
Christian Iife.
"Anyone can nominate someone for the Beaudry Award but
only seniors can vote." said Helen
joyce, academic advisor. "It was a
vote by jason's peers, and that's
what makesn so great."
McMinn's involvement in community service began dunng h1s
sophomore year atjCU. After having attended the St. LoUis flood
relief tnp m the Spring of 1994,
McMinn said he knew that community serv1ce was somethmg he
see McMINN, page 2
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Students volunteer to make difference McMinn chosen for senior award
Center offers various service projects throughout April
Paul Palumbo
Staff Reprter
.
The joh11 Carrol! ll mver sny
Center for Community Servtce IS
sponsoring four events on April
20and 27 as part of
its "AprilisMake-a:
Difference Month
program
"We have 187
confirmed volun
Leers
for
this
month's activities,"
//
Mark Falbo, com . serv1ce
. d'1tnunity
rector, said . He
noted that openings
arestillavailablefor
student vot u,neer
"We met the pe .. rle we were
helping ,' said senior jason
McMinn who recently partlctpated m a service project. 'lt was

great to actually know the faces
of the people who were going to
beneftt from our work '
The Family Transttional
HousmgGardenProjectwi!loffer
volunteers
the opportunity to
assist fami"OU
lies in FTH
I"
J'
in c reating
dO,;;,."' ~au abetterenb' UU J'
vironment
for the inr• lt."
ncr ell y
re sident s.
Carrie Henning Volunteers
will help
create gardens that will give the families
fresh produce.
Also on that day, and the fo1lowing Saturday, volunteers will

"It'S an experience
that helns
to
see how
rea y haue .

Students volunteer their time at a recent
gardening project.

participate in "Chnstmas-in ApriL" The project involves painting and refurbishmg a horne in
Euclid.
"It's an experi ence that helps
you to see how good you really have
itandhowweneed toh elptheless
fonunate," saidCarrieHenning ,a
senior who has previously participared in a Christmas-m-April service project.
Senior Shanno n McNulty recently helped renovate a home that
was being wrned into a women's
shelter "It gives you a sense of
helping ou t your community and
those in need," s he said .
Stud ent s also will have the
chance to volunteer th eir time in
reforesting Clevel a nd as a part of
the "TreesforTomorrow"program.
The activity will entail plantmg
trees for Arbor Day on AprillO.
The main focus will be property near Cleveland State University. Through this prograrn,JCU
students will work with the Cleveland Bicentennial Committee in
helping to rev itahze Cleveland's
title as "The Forest City."
'We're basically trying to highlight things that have been going
on here for a long time," said Shei Ia
McG inn , professor of religious
studies and chatr of th e btcemennial subcommitteeoncommunity
service.
The St. Louis Convent in Cleveland He ights will welcome volunteers on April 27 to help trim
bushes, scrape gutters and paint.
"Community service plays a
crucial role in the spiritual, ethical
and intellectual formation of col lege students," Falbo said. "Proper1
ued , servl
rul h 1
form the j esutt-educated pe rson.'
For further, mform ation , con tact the Center for Community
Service at 397-4698.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAiliNG

MY DEGREE GOT ME 11IE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME 11IE JOB.

ARMY ROTC
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call
397-4421

continued from page 1
would continue for the rest of his
life.
"just seeing the response to all
the good we were doing really
opened my eyes to the benefits
and necessity of community ser vice," he said.
Through the friends he made
on the St. Louts trip, McMinn said
hewasintroduced to Project Gold ,
a Student Union organization
dedi cated to community service.
McMinn is now the chairman
of Project Gold and coordinates
the vario us subcommittees
wi t h tn it. Each week ,
Project Gold volunteer s
give theirrime to the Cleveland Food Bank, Family
Transitional Housing,
Breckenridge Retirement
Home, Meals on Wheels
and the St. Herman's Soup
Kitchen.
As chairman, McMinn
said he salutes the chairpersonsof the subcommit- Jason
tees. "The chairpersons of
the individual commmees deserve a lotof credit,"hesa1d. "They
are the ones who are there consistently each week"
McMinn said he attributes his
desire to help others to his parems and fortunate upbringing.
"Caring about others is something my parents instilled in me
at a young age," he said. "1 feel so
lucky where I am with my family
and friends at john Carroll that
it's important for me to give back
to those who aren't as fonunate"
McMinn also is a Campus
Ministry volunteer. Natasha
Ferguson, Campus Ministry sola! justice and v tunteer coordinator, satd s he co unts on

SABB
continued from page 1
will be submitted to the Student
Union at least four SU meetings
before the SA BB budget is due to
the university.
The Senate and the House of
Representatives will then haver he
opportunity to change the SABB
budget in any way, according to
the proposal.
The changes must be incorporated into a comprehensive appropriation budget, and it must
be passed in identical form by
both the Senate and the House
However, if the House and Senate
cannot reach agreement on any
new changes. the original SABB
budget will stand.
Tavolario said she did not expect student involvement in the
budget decisions until the SABB
goes into effect next year.
"Because the SABB can't go in
to the House of Representatives
until next year since it has togo to
a vote of the entire school , Fr.
Richie was kind enough to say
let's take it one step forward and
have the SABB board which gives
five students and three administrators to allocate the organizations' money for next year," said
Tavolario.
At its regular meeting before
Easter Break, the Student Union
Senate and representatives from
most chartered organizations
elected five students roan ad-hoc
SA BB committee for next year.
junior Bishoy Mikhail, and
sophomores Kate Robinson and
Jeff Becherer were appointed by
the Senate to be on the ad-hoc
SABB committee, and seniors
Marcenia Perry and Dan Rich

McMinn's support both personally
and with campus projects.
"We work toget he rand support
one another-Campus Mintstry
and Project Gold have a good workmg relationship," Ferguson said.
McMinn's service at john Car rolldoesn't lstop with Project Gold
and Campus Ministry. He has
helped coordinate programs with
Mark Falbo, director of commu nity service.
"l couldn't think of a more deserv ing person to re ce ive the
Beaudry Award ," Falbo satd . "He
has kept the torch of service alive
at john Carroll University, and we
are really proud
of him."
McMinn's
service extends
outside of Carroll involvement
as well, he said.
Last semester
he was an intern
for New Life
Community, a
McMinn
trans i tiona l
housing center
for homeless fam ilies.
McMinn said his work with the
children at New Life Community
has been an outstanding experience.
"It's so rewarding to work with
[kids] and to see the growth of the
kids' self-esteem ," he said . "It's so
important for kids to have posi tive role models these days."
McMinn said his community
service work will not end when he
graduates from Carroll this May.
He recently was accepted into
the jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC).
The JVC is a one-year volunteer
commitment to social justice,
simple lifestyle, community and
spimua li ty.
were appointed by the organizations.
"It's better to give eight people
authorityoverthe budget instead
of one," Tavolario said. "Th is is a
huge advancement."
According to James Sullivan,
SU chief justice, "he five students
on this ad-hoc committee will
have input and will make suggestions for next year's budget. "But
Fr. Salmi and Lisa Heckman, [director of student ac tivities] won 't
be held to the guidelines of this
ad -hoc SABB," Sullivan said.
Since the creation of the position of the Director of Student
Activitieseight years ago, there has
been no student input imo the allocation of funds to SU chartered
organizations. Tavolariosaid.
The SABB will allow for student involvement, and it will provide a check and balance of the
organizations, she said. Underthe
current system, Student Union
chartered organizations receive
funds whether they fulfill their
charters or not Tavolariosaid that
because the SU oversees the charters and because the director of
student activities allocates funds,
there is no check and balance between the two.
"The director of student activities doesn't necessarily check to
see if the organizations are fulfi !ling their charters," Tavolario said.
The SABB will provide this check
because before deciding how
much money to allocate to a certain organization, the board will
check to see that the organization
is f ulf1lling its charter, she said.
"This is probably one of the biggest changes in John Carroll
policy," Sullivan said. "It's a real
source of student empowerment."
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Students offer time in helping peers
Peer advisor Tracy Hall said
Carolyn Sprag ue
that the peer advisors serve as liaiStaff Reporter
The Peer Advisor Program has sons between students and other
been instituted as a form of pre- sources which would be of some
ventative counseling by making help to students.
"We're there to listen to stuJohn Carroll University students
available to help other students in dents and help out if we can," said
need, said Nancy Taylor, Well ness Hall. "We can direct students to
other people who they can conProgram director.
The program focuses on tact about their problems."
Studentcornfortability is a fachealthy people and it is to be used
to prevent incidents, Taylor said. tor which was consid ered when
"We are trying to prevent ordinary implementing the peer advisor
problems from becoming worse," program, Taylor said. Students
may feel more comfortable calling
she said.
The peer advisor program is a a confidential phone number in
group of students on hand to help order to receive information rather
other stude nts in need. The advi- than walking into an office and
sors are trained to listen to stu- talking to someone in person, she
dents and then refer them to the added.
appropriate cha nnel, that will
"I think that the peer ad visor
give students the guidance they program is a good idea because,
personally, I would rat her talk to
need .
"T his is a sort of self -help infor- someone my own age first before
mation system," said Taylor. "A an adult," said Hall.
Current! y,15studems have volpeer advisor can help other stuunteered to serve as peer advisors.
dents get information."
Printed materialsthatareavail- These students applied for the poable through the Peer Advisor Pro- sition either through the psycholgram include: stress,relationships, ogy club or through Alpha Epsitime management, eating disor- lon Delta, the pre-health profesders, alcohol abuse and recovery sional society.
"l thought that becoming a peer
hot lines.
"We 're rea II y accessible, and I advisor would be very in teresting
hope people will use us," said peer and beneficialfor me because Jam
double majoring in psychology
adv isor Angie Terella.
Taylor stresses that the peer and elementary education," said
advisors are not counselors. "[The Hall. "I am more than happy to
peer advisors] are a way to make help out my fellow students."
Sophomore Colleen Dugan bepreventative counseling work,"
said Taylor. "Models that work for came a peer advisor because she
prevention are when you provide thought it would benefit her in
her future career. "1 am a psycho]students with other students."

ogy maJOr, and I want to counsel
people," said Dugan. "I think being a peer advisor will be good
experie nee."
To prepare for the job, the peer
advisors underwent a preliminary
training session which discussed
topics such as active listening
ski1ls, responding skills and referral skills. The peer advisors also
have regularly scheduled meetings with Taylor during which
they discuss new ways to help students With their problems.
"1 hope that the program can
make an impact on the campus
climate and create the awareness
that it is all right to get some help,"
said Taylor. "The program will
make students realize that we're
not all perfect, but we are works in
progress."
The answer line has not yet received any calls, but Taylor and
the peer advisors said they think
that further publicity is needed.
"The program is a good idea. lt
just needs to be publicized more,"
said Dugan. "It's so new, but it has
a lot of possibilities."
The peer advisors can be
reached in their dorm rooms Monday through Friday from 7 to 9
p.m. A list of peeradvisors'phone
numberscan be obtained from the
Well ness Center Office.
There is also a confidential
voice mail box where students
who need help or information can
leave a message 24-hours a day.
The phone number is 397-4562.
Peer advisors check the box daily,
and then return the students' calls.

Pta.ce Corps director at JCU tonight
Mark Gearan, director of the Peace Corps, will meet
with Returned Peace Corps volunteers presently living in
the Cleveland area tonight atjCU. He will meet wah
students for a question and answer penod from 8:30-9p.m.
in the OJ. Lorn bardo Main Conference Room.

Speak-out on tenure this Tuesday
A speak-out on tenure will be held next Tuesday,
April23 at 7:30p.m. in the Jardine Room. Sponsored by the
Student Union Student Issues Committee, the speak-out
will concern the current tenure decision process and
changes that are being proposed by students and faculty.

Committee to study student voice in tenure
The Student Union Senate passed a bill at Tuesday's
meeting to appoint the members of an ad-hoc committee to
smdy the role of student voice within the tenure decision
process. According, to Maury Petrak, chairperson of the
Student Issues Committee, the ad-hoc committee will
review and evaluate the evaluation forms of each department to determine if they are comprehensive enough. The
committee consists of 8 students and 4 faculty members.

Carrollpalooza scheduled for May 2
The annua l Carrollpa looza concert will be held on
Thursday, May 2 in the Varsity Gym. Local bands Allivin'
Daydream, Third Wish and World in a Room are scheduled
to perform. Kate Robinson , chairperson of the Special
Events Committee, said three or four John Carroll bands
also will perform at the end-of -the-year event. Students
wishing to make suggestions may contact Robmson or any
executive officer of the Student Union.

Hungry Tickets on sale for finals week

Marriott Food Services is selling books of "llungry
tration ," he said.
Tickets" to students to be redeemed during finals week A
continued from page 1
DeZolt said tha t as he looks
$45 book contain" 1.0 ucke\s \ha\ an be u<.ed (or mea\ ~ m
--,,-··--·----;-""""~~~ar.:.t,w.~so,;a~id~i.ll.:;d~oe::ii.~n~o~t__..!ia~a!d~~to next ear,
that
member's department is often at
thin t e recent stu em concern the administration, tac:uri~mrr-;'""'"t-.,...IM"!'-.,.....,'-!IiiWIII!I~-~iM~!IIM~~-·-~~~~~...IiliiiMiliiiiJ
the appea I to support thefaculry
about the tenure denial had rn uch and students won't forget abo ut
member and to offer any addiaffect on the reversal decision.
having a voice in the john Carroll
"T herewerecertainlystudents community.
tiona! inform ation.
Organizations compete in Greek Week
interested and concerned about
"All groups need to have a
After the committee of acaGreek Council is sponsoring Greek Week for all john
demic deans makes its decision,
thetenuredecision,"Baumgartner voice," DeZolt sa id. "l hope the
Carroll fraternities and sororities this week. Representathe decision is forwarded to the
said. However, he said he thinks voice of civildisobediencedoesn't
tives from the various Greek organizations will participate
academic vice president.
student involvement had littleaf- go away. We have to respect the
in a lip-sync competition tonight at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditofeet He said that the areas of the voice of others."
Tenuredecisionsare priVate isrium. Admission is free.
sues, Baumgartner said. "It's not
appeals that led to the reversals _f:_I_R.:__E_________
something that the adminisrrawere not areas in which students
Faculty to meet students in basketball game
tion does to put out a list of who's
played a role
continued from page 1
The Alpha Rho Omega fraternity will present
been tenured and who hasn't."
DeZolt said he was very grate- was unable to find the suspected
"Dunkin' for Diabetes" on Friday, Aprill9. A student team
He said it is the choice of the
ful for everyone's support. "I am arsonist(s).
will play against a faculty team in a basketball game at 4
individual facu It y memberstoin very thankful to faculty, staff and
"No suspects were seen by a ny
p.m. in the Don Shula Sports Center. Tickets are $L, and they
form the university community
studentfortheiropensupportand of the responding parties in any
can be purchased in the Atrium during lunch and dinner
about decisions made about their
concern for the tenure process," of these incidents," reported Sgt.
hours. AU proceeds will go to support juvenile d1abetes.
tenure applications.
DeZolt said.
james D. Williams of University
Senior Maury Petrak, chairBaumgartner said he does not Heights Police Department
JCU to host travelling history exhibit
man of the student issues comthink the tenure reversal decision
"But it did appear that somejohn Carroll University has been setected by the
mince, said students became
will have any impact on future one was moving around campus
Cleveland Bicentennial Commission as a site for its Travelaware that the three professors
tenure decisions. "lthi nktheright starting small fires," said Willing History Exhibits Program. The exhibits, which consist
who had applied for and were
decision was made with theinfor- iams.
of 15 museum-quality multi-panel displays, will be on
mat ion we had at the time [of the
Patrick Weyers,assistantdirecoriginal! y denied tenure as a redisplay in the Recplex from April23 through May 28.
su h of personal interaction with
original decision], and I think the tor of residencelifeforoperations,
the professors a lid knowing that
right decision was made now with said that in addition to the damNews B,-iefs weT'e compiled by Cherie Shoczen, news
1hey had been on the tenure track
the further information we had ," age of papertowel dispensers and
edito,.and Tom O'Konowitz, assistant news editor.
already.
he sai.d. "Both were proper deci- garbage cans, damage was also
Students took an active role in
stons
done to the wall and ceiling tiles
Petrak said that students will of Murphy Hall's first floor bathfighting for the tenure reversal,
Petraksaid. "T he reason questions
continue to be involved in tenure room.
issue as long as there's an issue of
"Physical plant did invite their
were raised and the reason we got
Coming to Buffalo during the Summer of 1996?
involved is because the interacquestionabledenial,aslongasthe insurance adjusters to verify if
Need a course?
tion these professors had had with
faculty continues to question the !costs] were close t.o$1000 in damCheck out Canisius College's Summer Sessions
the university and our experitenure process and as long as stu- age, which is their deductible,"
dentsaregivenan indication that Weyers said.
ences with them has been nothmg but positive," Petrak said. "So
there's a problem of communicajerryCuster,directorof physiwequestioned the whole idea that
tion between the faculty and ad- cal plant, refused to comment on
they had been fired."
mmistration.
his department's findings
Petrak said-he thinks student
The Student Issues committee
"We're kmd of stalled for [sus1st se.<>sion- May 13th- Jutre J3tlt
concern contributed to the reverwi11 continue to examine 'student pects]," Byrnes said "But if we feel
2nd ,fessiOit - June 17-July 18tlr
sal decision "It speaks to the stuparticipation in the tenure deci- like we havesomethingsolid, we'll
dent vo1ce bemg heard by the adsion process and willlookintosug- take It through the proper chan~ANIJIUJ ~Oli.E(;f
gesting the addition of tenured nels."
mtnistrauon ," Petrak said.
:1001 MAIN ITAEEI'
"That pressure,a long with facfaculty members to the commitByrnes said that she found the
BUI'I'AI_O, HEW "OAK 14:108
ulty and a lumm pressure. helped
tee of deans th at currently makes entire situation to be very unsetmthedeans'reversal,"Petraksaid
the tenure decision, Petrak said. tltng.
"But we can't lose sight that this
"We're look1ng at havmg tenured
"Fire is probably the biggest
For more information call 716-888-2850
bring<; up lots of question> about
faculty !on the tenure commmeel fear anyone in residence life has,"
Registration be ins A rillst
the use of [X'Wer of those three
to add diversity as well as avoid Byrnes said "You can lose people
outrtght control by the admims- very quickly."
!the three deansl and the power

TENURE

they have in affecting people's livelihoods."

~s
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Students volunteer to make difference McMinn chosen for senior award
Center offers various service projects throughout April
Pauf Palumbo

great to actually know the faces
StaffReprter
of the people who were gomg to
The Johu Carrol~ I lmversny benefit from our work'
Center for Community Serv1ce 1s
The Family Transitional
sponsoring four events on April Housing Garden Project will offer
20 and 2.7 as part of
volunteers
it:"AprilisMake-a:
the opporDifference Month
tunity to
program
assistfami"We have 187
liesinFTH
confirmed volunin creating
teers
for
thiS
hOW a.oA,4 llQU a betterenmonth's activities,"
b' UU J
vironment
Mark Falbo, com
for the in111Unlty service diner city
rector, said
He
residents.
noted that openings
Carrie Henning Volunteers
arestillavailablefor
will help
student volu o•teers
create gar"We met the pe· ·rle we were dens that will give the familtes
helping,' said senior jason fresh produce.
McMinn who recently particiAlso on that day, and the folpared in a servtce project. 'It was lowing Saturday, volunteers will

"It's an experience
that helps you to
See
1/ h
. ,
rea y ave If.

Students volunteer their time at a recent
gardening project.

participate in "C hristmas-inApril" The project involves painting and refurbishing a home in
Euclid.
"It's an experience that helps
you to see how good you really have
itandhowweneed tohelptheless
fonunate,"saidCarrieHenning ,a
senior who has previously participatedinaChristmas-in-Aprilservice project.
Senior Shannon McNulty recentlyhelpedrenovateahomethat
was being turned into a women's
shelter. "lt g•ves you a sense of
helping out your community and
those in need," she said.
Students also will have the
chance to volunteer their time 111
reforesting Cleveland as a part of
the"TreesforTomorrow"program.
The activity will entail planting
trees for Arbor Day on AprillO.
The main focus will be property near Cleveland State University. Through this program,JCU
students will work with the Cleveland Bicenten01al Commitree in
helping to revitalize Cleveland's
title as "The Forest City."
'We're basically trying to highlight things that have been going
on here for a long time,' said Sheila
McGinn, professor of religious
studies and chair of the bicentennial subcommittee on community
service.
The St. LOUlS Convent in Cleveland Heights will welcome volunteers on April 2.7 to help trim
bushes, scrape gutters and paint.
"Community service plays a
crucial role in the spiritual ethical
and intellectual formation of college students," Falbo said. "Proper!.;
ed, rvi trul
1
form thejesun-educated person."
For further, information, contact the Center for Community
Service at 397-4698.

BESEBVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME TilE lmRVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TilE JOB.

ARMY ROTC
m

SMARTEST COLLEGE
COORSEYOO CAN TAKE.

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call
397-4421

McMinn'ssupport both personally
and with campus projects.
would continue for the rest of his
"We work together and support
life.
one another-Campus Ministry
"] ust seemg the response to all and Project Gold have a good workthe good we were doing really mg relationsh1p," Ferguson said.
opened my eyes to the benefits
McMinn's service at john Carand necessity of community ser- roll doesn't lstop with Project Gold
vice," he said
and Campus Ministry. He has
Through the friends he made helped coordinate programs with
on the St. Louis trip, McMinn said Mark Falbo, director of commuhe was mtrod uced to Project Gold, nity service
a Student Union organization
"I couldn't think of a more dededicated to community service. serving person to receive the
McMinn is now the chairman Beaudry Award ," Falbo sa1d. "He
of Project Gold and coordinates has kept 1 he torch of service alive
the various subcommittees at john Carroll University, and we
within it. Each week ,
are real! y proud
Project Gold volunteers
of him"
give theirtime to the CleveMcMinn ' s
la nd Food Bank, Family
service extends
Transitional Housing,
outside of CarBreckenridge Retirement
roll involvement
Home, Meals on Wheels
as well, he said.
and the St. Herman 's Soup
Last semester
Kitchen.
he was an intern
As chairman, McMinn
for New Life
said he salutes the chairCommunity, a
personsof the subcommit- Jason McMinn
t r a ns i t i on a I
tees. "The chairpersons of
housing center
the individual committees de- for homeless families.
servea lot of credit,' he said. "They
McMinn said his work with the
are the ones who are there consis- children at New Life Community
tently each week."
has been an outstanding experiMcMinn said he attnbutes his ence.
desire to help others to his par"It's so rewarding to work with
ents and fortunate upbringing.
[kids] and to see the growth of the
"Caring about others is some- kids' self-esteem," he said. "It's so
thing my parents instilled in me important for kids to have posiat a young age," he said. "I feel so tive role models these days."
lucky where lam with my family
McMinn said his commun ity
and friends at john Carroll that service work will not end when he
it's important for me to give back graduates from Carroll this May.
to those who aren't as fortunate."
He recent! y was accepted into
McMinn also is a Campus the jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC).
Ministry volunteer. Natasha The JVC is a one-year volunteer
Ferguson, Campus Ministry so- commitment to social justice,
cial ·ustice and volunteer coordi- simple lifestyle, community and
nator, sa id she counts on spintuality.

continued from page 1

were appointed by the organizations.
continued from page 1
"It's better to give eight people
will be submitted to the Student authority over the budget instead
Union at least four SU meetings of one," Tavolario said. "This is a
before the SABB budget is due to huge advancement."
According to James Sullivan,
the university.
The Senate and the House of SU chief justice, the five students
Representatives will then have the on this ad-hoc committee will
opportunity to change the SABB have input and will make suggesbudget in any way, according to tions for next year's budget. "But
Fr. Salmi and Lisa Heckman, !dithe proposal.
The changes must be incorpo- rector of student activities] won't
rated into a comprehensive ap- be held to rhe guidelines of this
propriation budget, and it must ad-hoc SABB," Sulhvan said.
Si nee the creation of the posibe passed in identical form by
both the Senate and the House. tion of the Director of Student
However, if the House and Senate Activitiese ight years ago, there has
cannot reach agreement on any been no student input into the alnew changes, the original SABB location of funds to SU chartered
organizations, Tavolario said.
budget will stand.
The SABB will allow for stuTavolario said she did not expect student involvement in the dent involvement, and 1t will probudget decisions until the SABB vide a check and balance of the
organizations,she said. Under the
goes into effect next year.
"Because the SABB can't go in current system, Student Union
chartered organizations receive
to the House of Representatives
until next year since it has to go to funds whether they fulfill their
a vote of the entire school, Fr. charters or not Tavolariosaid that
Richie was kind enough to say because the SU oversees the charlet's take it one step forward and ters and because the director of
have the SABB board which gives student activities allocates funds,
five studems and three admims- there is no check and balance betrators to allocate the organiza- tween the two.
"The director of student activitions' money for next year," said
ties doesn't necessarily check to
Tavolario.
At its regular meeung before see if the organizations are fulfillEaster Break, the Student Union ing their charters," Tavolario said.
Senate and representatives from The SABB will provide this check
most chartered organizations· because before deciding how
elected five students to an ad-hoc much money to allocate to a certain organization, the board will
SABB committee for next year.
Junior Bishoy Mikhail, and check to see that the organization
sophomores Kate Robmson and is fulftlling its charter, she said.
"This is probablyoneof the bigJeff Becherer were appointed by
the Senate to be on the ad-hoc gest changes in john Carroll
SABB committee, and sen10rs policy," Sulltvan said. "I t's a real
Marcenia Perry and Dan Rich source of student empowerment."

SABB
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Students offer time in helping peers
Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter
The Peer Advisor Program has
been instituted as a form of prevemative counseling by making
john Carroll University students
available to help other students in
need, said Nancy Taylor, Well ness
Program director.
The program focuses on
hea 1t h y people and it is to be used
to prevent incidents, Taylor said.
"We are trying to preventordinary
problems from becoming worse,"
she said.
The peer advisor program is a
group of students on hand to help
other students in need. The advisors are trained to listen to students and then refer them to the
appropriate channeb that will
give students the guidance they
need.
"This is a sort of self -help information system," said Taylor. "A
peer advisor can help other students get information."
Printed materials that areavai !able through the Peer Advisor Program include: stress,relationships,
time management , eating disorders, alcohol abuse and recovery
hot lines.
"We're really accessible, and 1
hope people will use us," said peer
advisor Angie Terella.
Taylor stresses that the peer
advisors are not counselors. "[The
peer advisors! are a way to make
preventative counseling work ,"
said Taylor. "Models that work for
prevention are when you provide
students with other students."

TENURE

Peer advisor Tracy Hall said
that the peer advisors serve as liaisons between students and other
sources which would be of some
help to students.
"We're there to listen to students and help out if we can," said
Hall. "We can direct students to
other people who they can contact about their problems"
Student com fortability is a factor which was considered when
implementing the peer advisor
program, Taylor said. Students
may feel more comfortable calling
a confidential phone number in
order toreceiveinformation rather
than walking into an office and
talking to someone in person, she
added.
"I think that the peer advisor
program is a good idea because,
personally, I would rather talk to
someone my own age first before
an adult," said Hall.
Current! y, IS students have volunteered to serve as peer advisors.
These students applied for the position either through the psychology club or through Alpha Epsilon Delta, the pre-health professional society.
"I thought that be com inga peer
advisor would be very interesting
and beneficial forme because lam
double majoring in psychology
and elementary education," said
Hall. "I am more than happy to
help out my fellow students"
Sophomore Colleen Dugan became a peer advisor because she
thought it would benefit her in
her future career. "I am a psycho!-

ogy major, and 1 want to counsel
people," said Dugan. "l think being a peer advisor will be good
experience."
To prepare for the job, the peer
advisors underwent a preliminary
training session which discussed
topics such as active listening
skills, responding skills and referral skills. The peer advisors also
have regularly scheduled meetings with Taylor during which
they discuss new ways tohelpstudents with their problems.
"I hope that the program can
make an impact on the campus
climate and create the awareness
that it is all nghttogetsome help,"
said Taylor. "The program will
make students realize that we're
not all perfect, but we are works in
progress."
The answer line has not yet received any calls, but Taylor and
the peer advisors said they think
that further publicity is needed.
"The program is a good idea. It
just needs to be publicized more,"
said Dugan "It's so new, but it has
a lot of possibilities."
The peer advisors can be
reached in their dorm rooms Monday through Friday from 7 to 9
p.m. A list of peer advisors' phone
numbers can be obtained from the
Well ness Center Office.
There is also a confidential
voice mail box where students
who need helpormformationcan
leave a message 24--hours a day.
The phone number is 397-4562.
Peer advisors check the box daily,
and then return thestudents'calls.

they have in affecting people's livelihoods."

uation," he said.
DeZolt said that as he looks
that

Peace Corps director at JCU tonight
Mark Gearan, director of the Peace Corps, will meet
with Returned Peace Corps volunteers present! y living in
the Cleveland area tonight at JCU. He will meet with
students for a question and answer period from 8·30-9p.m.
in the DJ. Lombardo Main Conference Room.

Speak-out on tenure this Tuesday
A speak-out on tenure will be held next Tuesday,
April2.3 at 7:30p.m. in the Jardine Room . Sponsored by the
Student Union Student Issues Committee, the speak-out
will concern the current tenure decision process and
changes that are being proposed by students and faculty.

Committee to study student voice in tenure
The Student Union Senate passed a bill at Tuesday's
meeting to appoint the members of an ad-hoc committee to
study the role of student voice within the tenure decision
process. According to Maury Petrak, chairperson of 1he
Student Issues Committee, the ad -hoc committee will
review and evaluate the evaluation forms of each department to determme if they are comprehensive enough. The
committee consists of 8 students and 4 faculty members.

Carrollpalooza scheduled for May 2
The annual Carrollpalooza concert will be held on
Thursday, May 2 in the Varsity Gym. Local bands Allivin'
Daydream, Third Wish and World in a Room are scheduled
to perform_ Kate Robinson, chairperson of the Special
Events Committee, said three or four John Carroll bands
also will perform at the end-of-the-year event Students
wishing to make suggestions may contact Robmson or any
executive officer of the Student Union.

Hungry Tickets on sale for finals week
Marriott Food Services is selling books of "Hungry
Tickets" to students to be redeemed during finals week A
$45 book contams 10 ncl<ets that an be used ~or m <1\s m

member's department is;::~ofrt;en;-;a-;t- -;;t~~e~re;;c~e~n~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~fr;tifod~Jii~~:"!f.m'-t'....,,...,.-.~--.-•~~-.!1'-"""!~•fiii~IJI!III-.ailMI-..
the appeal tosupportthefaculty
aboutthetenuredenialhadmuch and students won't forget about
member and to offer any addiaffect on the reversal decision.
having a voice in the john Carroll
tiona! information
"There were certainly students community.
Organizations compete in Greek Week
interested and concerned about
"Al l groups need to have a
After the committee of acaGreek Council is sponsoring Greek Week for all john
demic deans makes its decision,
thetenuredecision,"Baumgartner voice," DeZolt said. "l hope the
Carroll fraternities and sororities this week Representathe 'decision is forwarded to the
said. However, he said he thinks voice of civil disobedience doesn't
tives from the various Greek organizations will participate
academic vice president.
student involvement had little af- go away. We have to respect the
in a lip-sync competition tonight at 8 p.m. in Kulas AuditoTenuredecisionsare private isfeet. He said that the areas of the voice of others"
rium. Admission is free.
sues, Baumgartner said. "It's not
appeals that led to the reversals - - - - - - - - - - - something that the administra were not areas in which students
Faculty to meet students in basketball game
tion does to put out a list of who's
played a role
continued from page 1
The Alpha Rho Omega fraternity will present
been tenured and who hasn't."
DeZolt said he was very grate- was unable to find the suspected
"Dunkin' for Diabetes• on Friday, April19. A student team
He said it is the choice of the
ful for everyone's support. "I am arsonist(s).
will play against a faculty team in a basketball game at 4
very thankfulto faculty,staff and
"No suspects were seen by any
individual faculty members to inp.m. in the Don Shula Sports Center. Tickets are $1, and they
form the university community
studentfortheiropensupportand of the responding parties in any
can be purchased in the Atrium during lunch and dinner
about decisions made about their
concern for the tenure process," of these incidents," reported Sgt.
hours. All proceeds will go to support juvenile dtabetes.
tenure applications.
Deloit said.
james D. Williams of University
Senior Maury Petrak, chairBaumgartner said he does not Heights Police Department.
JCU to host travelling history exhibit
man of the student issues comthink the tenure reversal decision
"But it did appear that somejohn Carroll University has been setected by the
mittee , said students became
w ill have any impact on future onewasmovingaroundcampus
Cleveland Bicentennial Commission as a site for its Travelaware that the three professors
tenuredecisions "l thinktheright starting small fires," sa1d Willing History Exhibits Program. The exhtbits, which consist
who had applied for and were
decisionwasmade withtheinfor- iams.
of 15 museum-quality multi-panel displays, will be on
originally dented tenure as a remat ion we had at the time [of the
Patrick Weyers,assistantdirecdisplay in the Recplex from April23 through May 2.8
sult of personal interaction with
original decision], and l think the tor of residencelifeforoperations,
the professors aud knowing that
right decision wasmadenowwith said that in addition to the damNews Britfs were compiled by Cherie Skoczen, news
they had been on the tenure track
the further information we had," age of paper towel dispensers and
editor and Tom O'Konowitz. assistant news editor.
already.
he sai~. "Both were proper deci- garbage cans, damage was also
Students took an active role in
stons
done to the wall and ceiling tiles
fighting for the tenure reversal ,
Petrak said that students will of Murphy Hall's first floor bathPetraksaid. "The reason questions
continue to be involved in tenure room.
issue as long as there's an issue of
"Physical plant d1d invite their
were raised and the reason we got
Coming to Buffalo during the Summer of 1996?
involved is because the interacquestionabledenial,aslongasthe insurance adjusters 10 verify if
Need a course ?
tion these professors had had with
faculty continues to question the lcosts]wereclose to$1000 in damCheck out Canisius College's Summer Sessions
the university and our ex peritenure process and as long as stu- age, which is their deductible,"
ences with them has been nothdentsaregivenan indication that Weyers said.
mg but positive," Petrak said. "So
there's a problem of communicaJerry Custer, director of physiwequestioned the whole idea that
tion berween the faculty and ad- cal plant, refused to comment on
they had been fired."
ministration
h is department's findings.
The Srudem Issues committee
"We're kind of stalled for [susPetrak said-he thinks student
1st session- May 13th- June 13th
will continue to examine'student peers]," Byrnes said. "But if we feel
concern contribured to the reverlnd .~essiott - Ju11e 17-July 18tlt
participation in the tenure deci- like we havesomethingsohd , we'll
sal decis ion . "It speaks to the student vo1ce being heard by the adsion process and will look imosug- take it through the proper chan~.ANUIUI ~OllE(;E
mimstrauon," Petrak sa1d
gesnng the addition of tenured nels."
2001 M.41N fiPEET
·That pressure,along with facfaculty members 10 the commitByrnes said that she found the
RUI'F.4l0, NEW 1fOPK 14208
ult y and alumni pres ure, helped
tee of deans that currently makes entire situauon to be very unsetm thedeans'rcversal,"Petraksatd
the tenure decisiOn, Petrak said. tlmg.
"But we can't lose sight that this
"Were looking at having tenured
"Fire is probably the biggest
For mnre information call 716-888-2850
faculty ion the tenure committee! fear anyone in residence hfe has."
brings up lots of que t ions abour
Re istratioll be ins A ril 1st
the usr of power of those three
to add dtvcrsity as well as avoid Byrnessatd. "You can lose people
lthe three deans! and the power
oumght control by the admmis- veryqUJckly.•
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Unabomber's reign of terror ending

Clinton names successor to Ron Brown
Friday, Pr!'•Jdent Clinton named U.S. Trade Represemanve
MickeyKantortoreplacethe late Ronald H. Brown as secretary of
commerce. Kantor was selected for the position because of many
of his accomplishments in his former trade post, including his
critical roles In negotiating the North American Free Trade Agree·
ment (NAFTA), the global pact creating the World TradeOrgani
zarion and 200 other 1mernational deals.

Nations pledge new money to Bosnia
Fulfillmg <~ cruc1al aspect of the Dayton peace agreement,
donor nauons began making newfinancialcornmltmentsSatur·
day to rea h :1e1r goal of $1.8 billion for rhe reconstruction of
Bosnia. A two-day conference hosted by the World Bank and the
European Unton was art ended by representatives of 50 nations,
who pledged $1.23 billion. Under the NATO-led peacekeepmg
force, the U.S. and European nations have emphasized that greater
attention be focused on rebuildmg the Bosnian economy

Deliberations on Menendez brothers' fate begins
Eight men and four women began deliberations Monday for
the sentencing of the Menendez brothers. The brothers (Lyle, 28,
and Erik, 25), were convicted last month of killing their parents,
after their first trial ended in a hung jury. Last Friday, the attor·
neys for the two brothers spent a great deal of time trying to
persuade the JUrors to spare the lives of their clients, saying that a
sentence of life in prison without parole should be sufficient.

Young pilot mourned by all
Hundreds of mourners gathered Sunday for a memorial ser·
vice located at the site of 7-year·oldjessica Dubroff's plane crash
in Cheyenne, Wyo., which also killed her father and flight in·
srructor. The flight ended Dubroff'sa ttemptto become the young·
est pilot to fly across the United States. Dubroff's funeral was held
on Monday, in her Cahfornia hometown.

World Briefs compiled by Kristen Schneidler,lnt.News&Busi·
ness Editor; with the aid of wtre sources.

Joe Wholley
Staff Reporter
On Apnl5, federal authorities
took Theodore J. Kaczynski into
custody on suspicion that he was
the alleged Unabomber. The
charges are the result of the FBI
discovery of bomb·makmg mate·
rials, including chemtcals, batter·
ies, wiring and an unfinished
bomb in Kaczynski 's Montana
cabin.
The Unabomber, infamous for
his 17 ·year reign of terror which
led to two deaths and 23 injuries
mfhcted by package bombs, has
revealed, in vanousdocuments,an
extreme hatred of technology and
development and all associated
with it FBI officrals have noted
that Kaczynskr fits this persona
After David Kac zynski , the
suspect's brother, began a private
investigation of Kaczynski, he dis·
covered samples of writings simi ·
Jar to those of the Unabom ber's in
his brother's desk drawer The investigation, initiated a year ago by
David Kaczynski to determine if
his brother was the Unabomber,

found similamies between
Theodore Kaczynski and the
Una bomber.
The private investigators ana·
lyzed the Unabomber's wntings
and psychological profiles in an
attempt to match Theodore
Kaczynski's movements with the
Unabomber's. The study of h1s
writings revealed that he was most
likely the person who wrote the
Unabomber manifesto, an essay
(primed in The Washington Post
111 October,l995) attacking modern society and technology.
After the similarities between
Theodore Kaczynski's writing
style and the style of the manifesto was brought to the attention
of the Chicago bureau of the FBI,
the investigation became high
profile.
During the month-long FBI
survei llance of Kaczynski , more
information that linked Theodore
Kaczynski to Una bomber actions
surfaced. Airline tickets to cities
of Unabomber attacks were discovered,and his interest in explosives was brought to the attention

Little hope for Liberian peace resolution
johnson resisted this attempt by
Brian Chandler
waging war against the govern·
Staff Reporter
Anarchy and civil war swept ment, utilizing his substantial in·
through the African nation of surgency force . Before long, other
Liberia last week. This latest and Liberian factions also took up
probably mos t violent occurrence arms, further increasing the level
in the six-year-old Liberian civil of conflict.
The strife hasdriven a few hun·
war ignited when Liberian gov·
ernment troops attempted to cap· dred Americansand nearly 15,000
ture Roosevelt johnson, leader of . Liberians onto the grounds of the
the United Liberation Movement. U.S. Embassy. Here, the U.S military has been actively evacuating
meri an citi ens y heli copter
to the neighboring nation of Si·
err a leone. Because of recent
rocker attacks on these helicopters, the military has now lim ired
evacuation to the evening hours
and has also ordered arrack airera[ t to escort the evacuations.
Although the warring [actions
do not seem to be explici tly focus·
ing their host iii ties toward for·
eigners, the U.S. government is
concerned about the safety of the
U.S. diplomatic mission itself. Due
to this concern, 18 Navy SEAL
commandos have been deployed
to reinforce the compound.
The State Department was also

Beta Gamma Sigma is the national scholastic honorary
society for students of business and management.
Election to membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the
highest scholastic honor that a student of business or
management can achieve. Membership is restricted to
students of high scholarship and good moral character
in institutions with programs accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Congratulations to the following 1996 Beta Gamma Sigma inductees:
Junior Class
Lauren Lee Caporini
Kerry L. Kipfstuhl
Brian E. Trepka
James R. Vogrin
Daniel Peter Ziegler

Senior Class
Bryan J. Bishop
Mary Kathleen Deucher
Dawn M. Ebinger
JoAnna Maiorano
Theresa E. Mclaughlin
Mary J. Myers
Kimberly S. Schubeck
Antonia M. Sever
Michelle Leilani Suhrie

of officials. When enough infor·
mauon was gathered, the FBI took
Kaczynski into custody and began the slow search of his cabin.
During this search of
Kaczynski's remote cabin, federal
agents recovered whatthey believe
is a draft of the manifesto. This
could be the most mtica l ptece of
evidence uncovered so far, and
could prove that Theodore
Kaczynski is the Unabom ber.
l nvestigators have been ex·
treme.ly cautious, because a live
bomb was a \so found in
Kaczynski's cabin.
Officials confirmed last
Wednesday that the names ol
some Una bomb victims, and pas·
sibleintended vrctims,werefound
in documents inside the cabin.
Authorities have not yet de·
cided when to charge Theodore
Kaczynski for the murder of three
of his alleged bombing victims.
They willcontinuetohold him on
the charge of possession of explo·
si ves until enough evidence has
been ga thered to prosecute on the
higher charge.

M.BA.
Tanya Kay Busic
Kenneth Allen Drummond
Janet M. Hale
Diane Lutz
Jamie B. Peltz
Lynn A. Shoda
Georgene Visokaj

concerned about the safety of the
near! y 450 registered American
citizens who live in Liberia. Re·
cently, American patrols were deployed outside of the Embassy
compound in order to search for
unaccounted American citizens.
The potential for a peaceful
resolution to this situation looks
quite dim. The various Liberian
factions signed a UN ad vacated
peace accord in August 1995 in
which these opposi ng roups
agreed to share power. This ac·
cord is now obviously defunct.
Aiding in the effort to restore
peace to Liberia is a 12,000 man
peacekeeping coalition estab·
lished by the Economic Commu·
nity of West African States. The
actual protection these forces pro·
vide are minimal at best, however.
When these peace keepers ar·
rived at U.N. headquarters, for ex·
ample, these troops stood pas·
sively by while a mob attacked
and looted the diplomatic com·
pound. There are even reports of
peace keepers actually participating in the looting.
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Skating into
Spring
Campus finds in-line

skating an exciting
pastime
Robb Giambrone
- - - -- Staff Reporter
Spring and warm weather have finally
arnved at John Carrol l Unrversny. This
lllt:<~nS that th ~..:.ro;on for fast· paced , out·
dour acuv1Ur· lr, re.
lq· line sk ... 1ng ltJS become a popular
form of exercise, lun and st ress- release for
many people at Ca rroll , especia lly when
t 1,..: weather cooperates.
"lin -line skating! allows me to get out·
side and it gives mea break from my home·
work: said freshman Matt Hayosh, an ex·
perienced skater. "It is a great stress release
because I let all my energy out on the pave·
ment when I roller-blade."
Ca rl ye Gardner, a freshman from
Naperville, a suburb of Chicago. sard . "I
think it is a great workout. Your legs gel the
best workout."
In addition, in-line skating has some
definite advantages over or her forms of exercise. Running, for instance. is not as fast
and it IS much more tiring.
Tom Cassidy.<~ freshman, who has been
sk..tti ng for five years, said that one is able to
cuvera greaterd istance in a shorter amount
of time when one in· line skates. He also
said rhat it is easier on the body's muscles
and ligaments.
Many stud 'ItS see the benefit of skating
on campus mrher than through city streets.
Jtm Evans, a sophomore from Pittsburgh,
said that it is real! y nice to skate at Carroll
because it is flat and one also gets to see
other skaters.
Cam pus grounds arc also liked because
th e d
tures wh
may 1n er
blading around campus because there are
no cu rbs to worry about," sa id Gard ner.
In -line skating has many difficult aspects to it as welL Cassidy and Hayosh agree
that stopping is one of rhe most difficult
parts of the sport II requires putting the
heal of the skate on the ground and a good
deal of balance
While in -line skaung may appear easy
to some people. it is likely that experienced
skaters make it appear that way. Sopho·
more jen Fox. a beginner of the sport, said
1hat it is not as easy as it looks. "So many

Students enjoy in-line skating around the "curb free" campus.
In-tine skating is a great activity for
people of drfferent physical abilities. For
the non-athlete. it can be can be just a way
of staying in shape and gettmgagood workout. The athletic person can join a speed
skaung team or a roller hockey league For
the daredevil , there is even stunt skating,
which entails risky tricks such as riding
down stair rails and jumping over ramps.
Whether students just skate m circles
around the Quad or attempt daring tricks,
in·hne skating at Carroll is quite popular
On nice days. it
is highly likely

[people] do it, so I thought! would try," she
said. Although she has improved her inline skating ability, Fox said, "lfear that I'm
going to fall and break something."
Falling is a real fear for many in-line
skaters. Hayosh said learning to maintain a
steady balance will help skaters overcome
this fear. Freshman Christine Dziak has
recently mastered this skill, but when she
first began she had trouble staying balanced
and fell.
Dziak said that when she in -line skated
for the first time she fell down by the Quad.
When she fell, people were looking out their
. lall

t h al

out on their
skates enjoying
in-line skating.
"It provides
lots of eKercise,
and it's fun ,"
said Hayosh. "It
gives you the
opportunity to
be with your
friends and ex·
plore
new
places."

though. "1 thought [in-line skating] was
cool so I thought I would invesr in a pair Iof
skates!." sa rei Dziak.
To prevent any serious injury from in·
line skating, it is strongly recommended to
wear protective gear. Knees and elbows usu·
ally get badly scraped and bruised if one
takes a fall.
"A lot of people say it's dorky to wear
pads, but you put yourself in a risk when
you roller-blade," said Hayosh ."You should
always protect yourself and wear elbow
pads, knee pads and wrist guards."

Celebration planned for Earth Day fest
Rhol.lerlka G.M.
:.::..:R..:.:e:.:e:.:s=
e~---
Staff Reportet
To co nserve. protect and restore the
f,trth. Mrssinn impossible? Nothing could
be further from the truth. In lact,the Earth
Day Coaliti<>n is putting forth every effort
to accomplish that seem inglyarduous mis·
sion
According to -cott Sanders, co·
director of Northeast Ohio's
F':mh DayCn:Jirtion.an cnvironment.ll education
and advocacy organr·
zati<1n, part ol the
F.arth Day rffort is
t<,~.:elcbr:1t e.ed uc:Jte
.mel <ICti v:ue orga nrza ·
t1ons to pay closer atten tion 10 the environment
fARTHFe<a,ades1gna ted Cleveland Biccntcnni.rl rvent, is Ohw' largest environ·
men• ·I edut'<ltlonal even1
currcndv, there are nearly 300 act1ve
vnlnnrc~r> .. tbout lOLl non profit and busi·
rh", xhil 'rs 111volvcd 111 the coahuon
,I nd ,h lll'\11)' a:- 70 000 flt'ople haveattcnded
olll fARTIII·c,l cdebr<Jtion Ill Cleveland
"ran h J),t\ r,;Jn elfon to understand the
1wriJ <lf<'llnd tb, to wke s1eps to 1m prove
the,·nv!ronmenr.and tom;tke It more user
Irwndl (' s.11d W.rlier Sunson. of the Com·
mttnnv Rel.111nns Dep•trtmrnt of U111vcr·
~Ill Ill'i~hi··

Veal': Freshman
Hometown: Broadview Heights,
OhiO
Major: Elementary Education
Favorite Amusement Park:
Cedar Po111t because I love the
Raptor. Magnum and Demon Drop
Favorite Musical Instrument:
P1ano
If you studied abroad, whel'e
would you go?: Italy. I went there
two years ago and the people are
friendly, the food IS great and I have
family there.
Favorite Season: Summer because
rt 1s hot and I'm usually tan.
What do you do to relelve
stress?: I would exercise or watch
some movres.

Even though Earth Day events were first
attempted in 1970, 11 was not until 1990
that a renewed effort was made toorgani.:e
and re-energize the movement.
The first annual Earth Day event in
Cleveland occurred in 1990 at the Cleve·
land Metrol'arks Zoo .
This year, the EARTHFest '96 celebra·
tion of the Cleve·
land Bicentenf
nial is spon·
sored by
theRe·
~
gional
Tran·
5

i

t

Au·
thor·
ity.
The ccle brat ion
will rake place at the zoo on Sunday, April
21 from 9a.m. toS p.m.
The zoo is hosting fun-filled games and
activities. en vrron menta 1exhibits, a science
acuvny center with an on-line computer
exhibit and muchmore.
In addition, Melissa Mance, an ecological sculptor from the Cleveland Institute of
An, wrll createa6-foot replica of the Termi·
nal Tower made from alummum cans to
commemorate Farth Day
1 he john Carroll l.Jmversity commu·
n1ty will also partake m EARTllFestacrivi·

ties . Student
Advocates For
Environment
(S.A.F.E.) will
host the view·
mgof environ·
mental films at
the Wolf and
Pot on Tuesday,
Apr il 23 at 7
p_m.andThurs·
day, April25 at
6:30 p.m., said
M a r k
Diffenderfer,
professor of so·
ciology and ad·
visor of S.A.FE
Helping to
save the envi·
ronmenr is not
an impossible
mtssion. Hope fully, through
the efforts of
the Earth Day
Coalition,
people will re·
alize that small
actions can
help to make
the world a bet·
ter place.
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Unabomber's reign of terror ending
Joe Wholley
Staff Reporter

Clinton names successor to Ron Brown
Friday, Prc•ldent Clinton named U.S. Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor to replace the late Ronald H. Brown as secretary of
commerce. Kantor was selected for the position because of many
of his accomplishments in his former trade post, mcluding his
critical roles m negotiating the North American Freel rade Agreement(NAFTA), the global pact creating the World Trade Organization and 200 other inrernational deals.

Nations pledge new money to Bosnia
Fulfilhng <1 cruc1al a peel of 1he Dayton peace agreement,
donor nauons began making new financial commitments Saturday to reach :11~ir goal of $1.8 billton for the reconstruction of
Bosnia. A twe-day conference hosted by the World Bank and the
European Un1on was attended by representatives of 50 nations,
who pledged $1.23 billion. Under the NATQ-led peacekeeping
force, the U.S. and European nations haveemphasized that greater
attention be focused on rebullding the Bosnian economy.

Deliberations on Menendez. brothers' £ate begins
Eight men and four women began deliberations Monday for
the sentencing of the Menendez brothers. The brothers (Lyle, 28,
and Erik, 25), were convicted last month of killing their parents,
after their first trial ended in a hung jury. Last Friday, the attorneys for the two brothers spent a great deal of time trying to
persuade the jurors to spare the lives of their clients, saying that a
sentence of life in prison without parole should be sufficient.

Young pilot mourned by all
Hundreds of mourners gathered Sunday for a memorial service loca ted at the Site of 7-year-oldJessica Dubroff's plane crash
in Cheyenne, Wyo., which also killed her father and flight in strucwr. T he flight ended Dubroff's attempt to become the youngest pilot to fly across the United States. Dubroff's funeral was held
on Monday, in her California hometown.

World Briefs compiled by Kristen Schneidler;lnt. News& Business Editor. with Ihe aid of wire sources.

On April 5, federal authorities
took Theodore ]. Kaczynski into
custody on suspicion that he was
the alleged Unabomber. The
charges are the result of the FBl
discovery of bomb-makmgmaterials, includingchemicals, batteries, wiring and an unfinished
bomb in Kaczynski's Montana
cabin.
The Unabom ber, infamous for
his 17-year reign of terror which
led to two deaths and 23 injunes
inflicted by package bombs, has
revealed ,in vanous documents, an
extreme hatred of technology and
development and all associated
with it FBI officials have noted
that Kaczynski fits this persona.
After David Kaczynski , the
suspect's brother, began a private
investigation of Kaczynski, he discovered samples of writings similar to those of the Unabom ber's in
his brother's desk drawer. The investigation, initiated a year ago by
David Kaczynski to determine if
his brother was the Unabomber.

found similarities between
Theodore Kaczynski and the
Una bomber.
The private mvestigators analyzed the Unabomber's. writings
and psychological proftles in an
attempt to match Theodore
Kaczynskt's movements with the
Unabomber's. The study of his
writings revealed that he was most
likely the person who wrote the
Unabomber manifesto, an essay
(printed in The Washington Post
in Ocrober, 1995) attacking modern society and technology.
After the similari ties between
Theodore Kaczynski 's writing
style and the style of the manifesto was brought to the attention
of the Chicago bureau of the FB I.
the investigation became high
profile.
During the month-long FB I
surveillance of Kaczynski, more
m[ormation that linked Theodore
Kaczynskt to Unabom ber actions
surfaced. Airline tickets to cities
of Unabomber attacks were discovered , and his interest in ex plosives was brought to the attention

of officials. When enough information was gathered, the FBI took
Kaczynski into custody and began the slow search of his cabin.
Dunng th1s search of
Kaczynski's remote cabin, federal
agents recovered what they believe
is a draft of the manifesto. Th1s
could be the most cmica l piece of
evidence uncovered so far, and
could prove that Theodore
Kaczynski is the Unabomber.
Investigators have been extremely cautious, because a live
bomb was also found in
Kaczynski's cabm
Offictals confirmed last
Wednesday that rhe names of
some Una bomb victims. and possible intended viwms, were found
in documents inside the cabin.
Authorities have not yet decided when to charge Theodore
Kaczynski for the murder of three
of h1s alleged bombing victims.
Theywillcontinuetohold him on
the charge of possession of explosives until enough evidence has
been gathered to prosecute on the
higher charge.

Little hope for Liberian peace resolution
Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter

Anarchy and civil war swept
through the African nation of
liberia last week. This latest and
probably most violent occurrence
in the six-year-old Liberian civil
war ign ited when Liberian government troops attempted to capture Roosevelt Johnson . leader of
the United Liberation Movement.

Johnson resisted this attempt by
waging war against the government, utilizing his substa ntial insurgency force. Before long, o ther
Liberian factions also took up
arms, further increasing the level
of conflict
The strife has driven a few hundred Americansand nearly 15,000
. Liberians onto the grounds of the
U.S. Embassy. Here. the U.S. mili tary has been actively evacuating
merica

Beta Gamma Sigma is the national scholastic honorary
society for students of business and management.
Election to membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the
highest scholastic honor that a student of business or
management can achieve. Membership is restricted to
students of high scholarship and good moral character
in institutions with programs accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Congratulations to the following 1996 Beta Gamma Sigma inductees:

cit' ens

y he icopter

to the neighboring nation of Sierra Leone. Because of recent
rocket attacks on these helicopters, the military has now limi ted
evacuation to the evening hours
and has also ordered attack aircraft to escort the evacuations.
Although the warr ing fact ions
do not seem to be explicitly focusing their hostilities toward foreigners. the U.S. government is
concerned about the safety of the
U.S.d iplomatic mission itself. Due
to this concern, 18 Navy SEAL
com man dos have been deployed
to reinforce the compound.
The State Depanmem was also

concerned about the safety of the
nearly 450 registered American
citizens who live in Liberia. Recently. American patrols we redeployed outside of the Embassy
compound in order to search for
unaccounted American .citize ns.
The potential for a peaceful
resolution to this situation looks
quite dim . The various Liberian
fac tions signed a U.N advocated
peace accord in August 1995 in
which these opposing gr up
agreed to share power. This accord is now obviously defunct.
Aiding in the effort to restore
peace to Liberia is a 12,000 man
peacekeep1ng coalition es tablished by the Economic Community of West African States. The
actual protection these forces provide are minimal at best, however.
When these peace keepers arrived at U.N. headquarters, for example, these troops stood passively by while a mob attacked
and looted the diplomatic compound. There are even reports of
peace keepersactually panicipating in the looting.

M.BA.

Lauren Lee Caporini
Kerry L. Kipfstuhl
Brian E. Trepka
James R. Vogrin
Daniel Peter Ziegler

Bryan J. Bishop
Mary Kathleen Deucher
Dawn M. Ebinger
Jo Anna Maiorano
Theresa E. Mclaughlin
Mary J. Myers
Kimberly S. Schubeck
Antonia M. Sever
Michelle Leilani Suhrie

T onya Kay Busic
Kenneth Allen Drummond
Janet M. Hale
Diane Lutz
Jamie B. Peltz
Lynn A. Shoda
Georgene Visokaj

Robb Glambro.,e
Staff Reporter
------Spring and warm weather have fmally
amved at Jnhn Carroll University. This
m.:ans that th -..:J'ioil for fast-paced, outdwr ncuv!liC'· lH re.
lq ·lme sk. •.tng liJS become a popular
form of exercise ,lull and stress-release for
ma ny people al Ca rroll , especially when
tl," weather cooperates.
"lin -line katingl allows me to get out·
s1de and it gives me a break from my homework ." said freshma n Matt Hayosh, an experienced skater. "It is a great stress release
bec.1use I let all my energy QU[on the pavement when I roller-blade."
Carlye Gardner, a freshman from
Naperville, a suburb of Ch icago. said . "I
think it is a great workout.Yourlegsgelthe
best workout."
In addi tion, m-line skating ha s some
definite advantages ove rot her forms of exerc ise. Running, for instance, is nol as fast
and It IS much more tiring.
Tom Cassidy, a freshm an, who has been
sk.Hi ng forfive years, said th at one IS able to
cuver a greater distance in a shorter amount
of tim e when one in-line skates. He also
said that it IS easier on the body's muscles
and ligaments.
Manystud nts eethebenefitofskating
on campus r ~ ther than through city streets.
Jim Evans, a sophomore from Pittsburgh,
said that it is rea II y 11 ice 10 skate at Carroll
because it is flat and one also ge ts to see
other sk:lle rs.
Campusgroundsarcalso liked because
tures
the do not
may m er
blading arou nd campus because there are
no cu rbs 10 worry about," said Gardner.
In -lin e skating has many difficult aspectsw it as well Cassidyand Hayosh agree
that stopping IS one of the most difficu lt
parts of the sport. It requ1res putting the
heal of the skate on the ground and a good
deal of balance.
While in-l ine skating may appear easy
to some peopfe. HIS likely that expenenced
ska1ers make it appear that way. SophomoreJen Fox. a beginner or th e sport. said
thai it is no1 as easy as it looks. "So many
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Students enjoy in-line skating around the "curb free" campus.

Ipeople] do it, so I thought I would try." she
said. Although she has improved her inline skating ability. Fox said, "I fear that I'm
going to fall and break somethmg.·
Falling is a real fear for man y in-line
skaters. Hayosh said learning to maintain a
steady balance will help skaters overcome
this fear. Freshman Christine Dziak has
recently mastered this ski ll, but when she
first beganshe had trouble staying balanced
and fell .
Dziak said that when she in -line ska ted
for the first time she fell down by the Quad.
When she fell, people were
their
Iall

In -line skating is a great activity for
people of dirferent physical abilities. For
the non-athlete, it can be can be just a way
of staying in shape and getnngagood workout. The athletic person can join a speed
skating team or a roller hockey teague for
the daredevil, there is even stunt skating.
which entai ls risky tricks such as riding
down stair rails and jumping over ramps.
Whether stUdents just skate 111 ci rcles
around the Quad or attempt daring tricks,
in-hne skating at Curoll is quite popular.
On nice days, it
is highly likely

Year: Freshman
Hometown: Broadview Heights.
Ohio
Major: Elementary Educat1on
Favorite Amusement Park:
Cedar Pomt because I love the
Raptor. Magnum and Demon Drop
Favorite Musical Instrument:
Piano
If you studied abroad, where
would you go?: Italy. l went there
two years ago and the people are
friendly. the food is great and I have
family there.
Favorite Season: Summer because
rt •s hot and I'm usually tan.
What do you do to releive
stress?: I would exercise or watch
some mov1es

that

though. "1 thought (in-line skating! was out on their
cool so I thought I wou ld invest in a pairlof skates enjoying
in- line skating.
skates!," said Dziak
"It provides
To prevent any serious injury from mline skating, it is strongly recommended to lots of exercise,
wear protective gear. Knees and elbows usu- and it's fun."
ally ge t badly scraped and bruised if one said Hayosh. "It
gives you the
takes a fall .
"A lot of people say it's dorky tO wear opportunity to
pads, but you put yourself in a risk when be with your
you roller-blade,· said Hayosh. "You should friends and exnew
always protect yourself and wea r elbow plo re
places."
pads, knee pads and wrist guards."
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Celebration planned for Earth Day fest
Sratt Repor ter

~

Senior Class

Campus finds in-line
skating an exciting
pastime

Rho~erlka G.M.
:..=....:R.:.:e:.:e:.:s:.:e~---

~:.;--- lealt 95th ~el ard are adyrimC.

Junior Class

Skating into
Spring

To consrrve. protect and restore 1he
Fa n h. Miss1on impossibl e? Nothmgcou ld
be funher from the truth. In fact, the Earth
Day Coalition is putting forth every effort
10 accom pi ish that seemmgl yarduous mission .
Accordin~ to Scott Sanders, codire ctor ol nn he as1 Ohio's
F'anh OayCoal ition.a n envlrnnm ent.l l educa1 ion
and advocacy organ 1·
zatil,n, part nf th e
!'art h Oay rffort IS
wcelcbr,H e.ecl ucate
<lnd a ti v.neorga ni zallons to pay closer atten1101110 the environmem
FARTH Fe<;t, a design.ncd Cleveland BifClliCilnia l event, is OhiO's largest environmen· ·I educational event
\..urrrnilv. 1here Me nearly 300 active
vni!HIIeer> .thout 100 non -profit and bus1·
n,,, ,,hil 'I'S involved in the coaliiiOll
.1nd '"many <1~ 70.000 people have attended
,111 EART I IF~'I celebration in Cleveland.
"I' .1 n h n,l, I> .111 elfon to u ndersrand 1he
\\urld an,und tb, to take >leps to 1mprove
Jh ecnvJrnnm<'nt ,md 1omake it mor user
lnend I v ·· s;lld W.d ter <;I mson. of the Comm111111,: Rci.!Ilnns Dcparrmem of Unl\er'11\' I k11;hr"

Even though Earth Day events were first
attempted 111 1970, it was not until 1990
that a renewed effort was made to organize
and re-energize the movement.
The first annual Earth Day event in
Cleveland occu rred in 1990 at the Cleveland MetroParks Zoo .
This year, the EARTHFest '96 celebration of the Cleveland Bicenrenf
nial is spon·
sored by
theRe1>
gional
Trans i t
Auth orit y.
The ce lebr ation
will take place at the zoo on Sunday, Apnl
21 from9a.m.to5p.m.
The zoo is hosting fun-filled games and
acti vitles,en v iron mental exhibits, a science
activity cen ter with an on-line computer
exh1bit and much more.
ln addition. Melissa Mance. an ecological sculptor from the Cleveland Institute of
Art, will create a b-foot replica of the Terminal Tower made from alummum cans to
commemorate farth Day
The John Carroll University community will also partake in EA RTHFest acttvi-

-B-

ties. StUdent
Advocates For
Environment
CS A.F.E.) will
host the viewing of environmental films at
the Wolf and
Pot on Tuesday,
April 23 at 7
p.m.and Thursday, April 25 at
6:30 p.m., said
M
a r k
Di ffe nderfer.
professor of sociology and advisor of SAFE
Helping to
save the environment IS not
an im possible
mission. Hopefully, through
the efforts of
the Earth Day
Coalttion,
people w1ll realize that small
acr ions can
help to make
the world a better place.
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Brownie Mary good to Last Drop

Art
The Cleveland Artists Foundation presents 'Yet Still We Rise:
Ar ric an American Art in Cleveland 1920-1970' on view now
through Apnl 20 at the Cleveland State University Art Gallery
(2307 Chester Ave} The exhibition consists of more than 70
artworks. including paintings. drawings, prints, photographs,
stained glass and sculptures by 28 artists A l uncheon featuring
an Artists Panel is scheduled for April20 at II a.m. Gallery hours
are lO a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Saturday. Admission is free.
Contact the Cleveland Art ists Foundation at 464-1902 for more
information.

Film

Celtic Pride (Hollywood Pictures / Caravan Pictures), starring Dan Aykroyd, Daniel Stern and Damon Wayans, opens tomorrow (Friday, Aprill9).Jimmy Flaherty (Aykroyd) and Mike
O'Hara (Stern) are die-hard Boston Celtics fans who know that
Utah's obnox1ous su rstar, Lewis Scott (Wayans), poses a threat
~'""'-=~~~.,

"

.

.

k1d nap Scott before th e b1ggame.Check locallisungsforthea tres
and showumes.

Dance

Joe Halalko
Staff Reporter
Atten tionJohn Carroll UniverSity: Did you feel the electricity
last Wednesday mght (April!O)?
The vibe you felt in the air emanated from the Last Drop, courtesy of Pittsburgh band Brownie
Mary. If you m issed them, you
should feel lef t out.
Ioffer nocomparisons. Brownie
Mary possess a style a]I their own.
The quartet quietly took the stage
around 11:45 p.m.- the crowd un aware of the fantastic show they
were about to receive. "Star: one of
theeightsongs played throughout
the night, launched one of the
most entertaining two-hour sets
I've witnessed.
Kelsey Barber,dressed ina flowing white blouse and black tuxedo
pants, energetically took the
crowd on a soulful vocal roller
coaster ride. On each track from
their mostrecentsix-song EPtitled
Who's Your Daddy? and cuts from
their 1994 album That's Me , Barber danced barefoot around the
stage and fed off the crowd's enthusiasm. The groove started and
did not stop, even through some
unique covers, most notably their
distinct version of "Revolut ion"by
Tracy Chapman.
Guitarist Rich Jacques aptly
maneuv,~:red between rhythm and
lead on his electric-blue guitar,
especiallyd uring infectious tunes
such as "Lessons" and "Kachina."
He delivered a full -bodied sound
and backing vocals that complemented Barber's amazing voice.
Tim Gaber displayed his funk filled prowess on bass. Between
constant bantering with Kelsey, he
d, m
ss
li nes rocomplemem jacques' var-

Music
Belkin Productions and the Bud lee Concert Series present The
Arghan Whigs withspecialguest Howlin'MaggieattheOdeon
on Tuesday, Apnl 30 for an 8 p.m. show. The Afghan Whigs are
touring in support of their latest Elektra release, Blach Love. Tickets are on sale now at the Odeon ticket office, all Ticket master
locations or charge by phone at 241-5555.

Possession
(Grid)

&&&&&

Christopher M. Green
Kind. Caring. Understanding.
Good-looking. Every woman's
dream guy, right? Wrong
Mark Wahlberg plays David
McCall,a youngSeattleroughneck
possessing all these qualities but
also an extremely dark side, in
direcor James Foley's Fear.
David catches the eye of restless 16-year-old Nicole Walker
(Reese Witherspoon) who is quite
vulnerable. After several conversations with David, Nicole helplessly falls for him. David, on the
other hand.fallsobsessively in love
with her. Together forever or else.
Everything is going well until

one day when David comes to pick
upNicoleafterschool. Heseesher
hugging a close male friend and
flies inwa jealous rage which leads
to a few bruises and a black eye for
the unlucky friend. Nicole tries to
stay strong and keep clear of
David, but hts charm draws her
close once again.
Wahlberg's portrayal of the
obsessive boyfriend is exec ptiona I.
In his first real test in acting,
Wahlberg responds well. forget
that he is also a rapper (a.k.a.
Marky Mark} He is one of the
most talented young actors in
Hollywood. His acting ability
sneaked tJ-.rough in Renaissance
Man and Basketball Diaries. He

needed a starring role like this. If
he continues on this path, with
the right scripts, he will be on the
right path to Hollywood success.
The film takes a turn for the
worse at the poorly-written ending. It seems thrown together. Up
to that point, the film is chilling
and suspensefuL Fear is the Fatal
Attraction for the younger aud ience. ltsucceedsinthatsense, but
the ending keeps it from being a
great suspense thriller.
Wahlberg's performance a lone
keeps the film afloat, despite the
ending. Remember his name because with such talent he is sure to
become a popular figure in Hollywood. ( t6 r5 IS out of five)

Theatre
Dobama's N1ght Kitchen presents an evening of one-acts, collectively titled Two For the Money, directed by David Hansen,
opening Saturday. April 20 and continuing Friday and Saturday
nights at 11:30 p.m through May II at Dobama Theatre 0846
Coventry Road). The two one-acts are Th~ Dark Lady of th~
Sonnets by George Bernard Shaw and F~ver Dream: Episode
Three by Cleveland playwright Sarah Morton Admission is $3,
no reservations required. For more information call932-6838.
The Cle,•eland Play House features women pioneers in the
musical. Quilters,opening tomorrow (Friday, Aprill9) and run ntng through Sunday, May 19, in the Bolton Theatre. Nominated
for four Tony awards, the musical celebrates the pioneer women
who blazed the crail West in the 1800's. In conjunction with
Qutlters. The Cleveland Play House Art Gallery presents its "6th
Invitational Quilt Show: The Grand Tradition of Quilts' to
portray the historic patterns of Amencan heritage in quilts. Tickets range from $27 10$34 with student discounts available. For
more mformauon call795-7000.

Coming Alt ractions waaompiled by Lani Assily. assistant
entertainment editor. Dates and times are subject to change.

Truth or dare7 Dare.
Okay, now go down to the
pitch-black basement and stand
there for 20 seconds.
As a little girl! remember walking nervously down the stairs,
heart pounding with fear, trying
to accomplish this "dare"[ rom my
friends.
1 lasted about three seconds
before 1started screaming, but remained there for the duration .
Queue Up vocalist Ali Hernan
has a dare for you. And you should
be afraid. Prepare for Possession,
the first full -length CD from
Cleveland goth-rock outfit Queue
Up. From the industrial clanking
and cranking of "Life's Blood" to
the politically-laced scorcher
"Violence," Possession pulls you
into the dark, while Hernan takes
firm hold of your inhibitions and
pulls them into the light. Talk
about a catharsis.
The strategic instrumentation.
courtesy of guitarist / vocalist/
mad scientist Dennis Richie and

drum master Randy Blaire, pits
straightforward indusmal rock
against an u nde rl yi ng got hie orchestration. Hernan's intense vrr
cals are straight from the gut, especially on "Crazy, Am I?" and a
cover of Marianne Faithful's "Broken English." Stir in handfuls of
technological creepy crawlers, and
the result is a tantalizing nightmare. And everything about Possession works.
A few other highlights (and
there are many) include "1 Hate
You Mr. Einstein," a delight£ ul blitz
that must be heard to be believed,
"On the Edge," "Backpedal," and
"American Form"-the latter song
opening and closing with echoes
of "The Star Spangled Banner.·
Adding to the overall boldness
of the release is its unequivocal
ability to deliver its messages
without letting the animosity
mask each member's distinct personality
With bass and additional vocals courtesy of former touring
member Mick Derrick, the aptly
titled debut CD is a triumphant
offering from this group of seasoned musicians.
Take the dare.
-Karen Obrzut

Contact San at
Be young,
397-2518 or drop
by The Carroll News.
have fun,
write for entertainment.

/
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mix and experimentation.
I like Spirograph, but 1find it
hard to grasp what the frans are
all about. And although most
songs are catchy enough, suc h as
"Outside," that'sexactly where the
CD leaves me.

j1ed of me : she sings on "Heidi."
Rankine subtly conveys this attitude by singing seductively and
geuing inside your head.
Musical styles on Salt peter
vary greatly. Songs such as
"Fl•ppm' the Bird"and "Tiny Meat"
The question: Is the hype sur-Joe Halailw have a pop sound simila r to Garrounding Clevc;land-based band
bage, and "Heidi• is close to Nine
the f rans justified? Based on their
Inch Nails' "Hurt." The best song
CD Spirograph, the answer is an
to checkout is "The Whole is Equal
emphatic"maybe." Letmeexplam. Ruby
to the Sum of lts Parts."
Derek Lashua lays down impres- Salt peter
As ll whole, Salt peta is good
sive guitar work on tracks such as (Columbia)
but not spectacular. The power
and finesse of Rankine save the
"Words" and "Lazy Open Eye."
Mandy 'Lascko's strong vocals
CD from becommg just another
are a welcome departure from
example of someone angry at everyone.
some of the growling female
Anger at the world (especially
-Brian Sparlrs
alterna-vocalists of today. Drummer Brett Lashua and bassist Greg men) seems to be a populartheme
Golya admirably handle the bot- in modern music today, and this
,f) --t•ofU..
definitely holds true in Salt peter.
tom end. So what's missing?
JJ .P - flir
Style. Thefransseem to search the new release from Ruby.
.fl Jl jl _,_
The key ingredient to Ruby is
fora sound,from the Sonic YouthJI .PJIY _.,..,....
inspired riffs of •And 1t's So... " to vocalist Lesley Rankine. Her lyrthe Led Zeppelin-esque intro to icsseemautobiographJCal,andshe
Jl .P .Jl .JI :Y - • -.-.
"Words." Each song could stand sets herself apart from her peers
on its own. The album on the in a couple ways. For one thing.
Correct ion:
whole, however, does not seem to she doesn't have to scream or be
A quote in the Marctl28 issue
overly suggestive to get her point
hang together.
Should h!IYe read, "The witch in The
Also, without the written lyr- across. Rather, she lets you know
Witch or E.ndoris the ftrSt western
ics to accompany the songs, it is that she is there and has the power
reference to a witch fran Slrruet.
Book II in the 00 Test~· said
difficult tocri tique the lyrical con- todowhatshe wants: "I am what I
Nln:y Kiefer. We regret the ena.
tent. Mandy's vocals are of ten hard must, would you bite m~ till I'm
to decipher. partially due to the dU5t. You're terrified. You're terri-

the frans
Spirograph
(Supcrcussion)
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Rre you the total package who is eligible for work
study and is a Business major•.. Then the Carroll News
wants YOU to help in the CN's Business Office to handle
accounts payable. FleHible hours. Call Gina at 4398

Fear a chilling tale of obsessive love
Staff Reporter

Clevela nd Public Theatre presents Secrets, a dark -themed
modern dance concen of The Repenory Project, tonight (Thursday, Aprill8), April 19 and 20 at 8 p m. and Sunday, Apri121 at 2
p.m. Ttcketsrange from $5 to$12 and can be purchased in advance
at the CPT Box Office at 631-2727 For more information call3973757.
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CD Reviews: Female vocalists take center stage
Queue Up

Members of Brownie Mary are (left to right~ Rich Jacques (guitar),
Dave Ryan (druns), Kelsey Barber (vocals) and Tim Gaber (bass).
ied styles. Gaber tore up the prisingthat Brownie Mary are one
fret board with slap-bass solos, es- of the region's most popular acts.
pecially on the group jam Their offstage demeanor was
"Goodbye.·
equally appealing. The band
In this song, drummer Dave members were all extremely apRyan also demonstrated his fan - proachableaf terward and willing
tastic range of capabilities. He was to talk about what they do best.
dynamite, hitting as hard as any
Do not expect them to stay in
drummer around. His fluidity and this area much longer; besides
expression on the jazzier songs playing for President Bill Clinton
were eye-catching and enpyable. last fall, they continue to receive
Wtth thetT' unendtn well o[ accolades from critics and increase
talent a nd personality. it 's nOl sur- their fan base with each show.
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OF THE UNITED STATES
THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CENTER NORTHEAST OHIO
RETURNEDVOLUNTEERASSOCIATION (NORVA) & THE
CLEVELAND COUNCIL ON WORLD AFFAIRS
are pleased to present

-liiHIIE IPIEACIE C01RPS liOIDAY
Lecture by Mark Gearan, Director of the United States Peace Corps
THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1996
7:45P.M.
D.J. LOMARDO STUDENT CENTER
MAIN CONFERENCE ROOM
PLEASE NOTE: THERE WILL BE A PRIVATE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WrTH MARK GEARAN.
FkOM 9:00 TO 10:00 DURING THE STUDENT..TODIRECTOR DIALOGUE
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Brownie Mary good to Last Drop
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CD Reviews: Female vocalists take center stage

Joe Halalko
Staff Reporter

Art
TheCleveland Artists Foundation presents "Yet Still We Rise:
African American Art in Clevelandl920-l970" on view now
through April 20 at the Cleveland State Umversity An Gallery
(2307 Chester Ave.). The exhibition consists of more than 70
artworks, including paintings, drawings, prints, photographs,
stamed glass and sculptures by 28 artists. A luncheon featuring
an Artists Panel is scheduled for April 20 at 11 a.m. Gallery hours
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Saturday. Admission is free.
Contact the Cleveland Artists Foundation at 464-1902 for more
information.

Film

Ce !tic Pride (Hollywood Pictures/ Caravan Pictures), starring Dan Aykroyd , Daniel Stern and Damon Wayans, opens tomorrow (Friday, Apriii9).Jimmy Flaherty (Aykroyd) and Mike
O'Hara (Stern) are die-hard Boston Celtics fans who know that
Utah's obnoxious su rstar, Lewis Scott (Wayans), poses a threat
kidnap Scott before th e b1gga me.Check loca l !Jsungsforthe~tres
and showumes

Dance

AttentionJohnCarroll University: Dld you feel the elec tricity
last Wednesday night (AprillO)?
The vibe you felt in the air ema nated from the Last Drop, courtesy of Pittsburgh band Brownie
Mar y. lf you missed them , you
should feellef t out.
Iorfer nocomparisons Brownie
Mary possess a style all the ir own.
The quartet quietly took the stage
around 11:45 p.m.- the crowd unaware of the fantastic show they
were aboutto receive. "Star," one of
the eight songs played throughout
the night, launched one of the
most entertaining two-hour sets
I've witnessed.
Kelsey Barber,dressed ina flowing white blouse and black tuxedo
pants , energetically took the
crowd on a soulful vocal roller
coaster ride. On each track from
their most recent six-song EP titled
Who's Your Daddy? and CUts from
their 1994 album That's Me, Barber danced barefoot around the
stage and fed off the crowd's enthusiasm. The groove started and
did not stop, even through some
unique covers, most notably their
distinct version of "Revolution" by
Tracy Chapman.
Guitarist Rich Jacques aptly
maneuv_t:red between rhythm and
lead on his electric-blue guitar,
especiallyduring infectious tunes
such as "Lessons" and "Kachina."
He delivered a full-bodied sound
and backing vocals that complemented Barber's amazing voice.
Tim Gaber displayed his funkfilled prowess on bass. Between
constant bantering with Kelsey. he
id, m
bass
lines to co m plemem Jacques' var-

Music
Belkin Productions and the Bud lceConcenSeriespresent The
Afghan Whigs wtth special guest How lin' Maggie at theOdeon
on Tuesday. Apr• I 30 for an 8 p.m. show. The Afghan Whigs are
lOUring in support of their latest Elektra release, Blad1 Love. Tickets are on sale now at the Odeon ticket office, all Ticketmaster
locations or charge by phone at 241-5555.

Theatre
Dobama's N1ght K1tchen presents an evening of one-acts, collectively titled Two For the Money, directed by David Hansen ,
opening Saturday. April 2.0 and continuing Friday and Saturday
nights at 11:30 p.m. through May II at Dobama Theatre (1846
Coventry Road) The two one-acts are The Dark Lady of the
Sonnets by George Bernard Shaw and Fever Dream: Episode
Three b)' Cleveland playwright Sarah Morton. Admission is $3,
no reservauons required. For more information caii932-68J8.
The C leveland Play House features women pioneers in the
m us1ca l, Qui lte rs, opening tomorrow (Friday. Aprill9) and running through Sunday. May 19, 1n the Bolton Theatre. Nominated
for four Tony awards, the musical celebrates the pioneer women
who blazed the trail West 1n the 1800's. In conjunction with
Quilters. The Cleveland Play House Art Gallery presents its •6th
Invitational Quilt Show: The Grand Tradition of Quilts" to
portray the histone patterns of American heritage in quilts. Tickets range from $27 to $34 with student discounts available. For
more informauon cal1795-7000.
Com1ng Attractions wm: compiled by Lani Assily,assistant
entertatnment editor. Dates and times an: subjectlo changt.

Possession
(Grid)
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Members of Brownie Mary are (left to right): Rich Jacques (guitar),
Dave Ryan (dnms), Kelsey Barber (vocals) and Tim Gaber (bass).
ied styles. Gaber tore up the
fret board with slap-bass solos, especially on the group jam
"Goodbye."
ln this song, drummer Dave
Ryan also demonstrated his fan tastic range of capabilities. He was
dynamite, hitting as hard as any
drummer around. Hisfluidityand
expression on the jazzier songs
were eye-catching and enjoyable.
With th"etr unendin well of
talent a nd personality, it's no r sur-

prisingthat Brownie Maryareone
of the region's most popular acts.
Their offstage demeanor was
equally appealing. The band
members were all extremely approachablea fterward and willing
to talk about what they do best.
Do not expect them to stay in
this area much longer; besides
playing for President Bill Clinton
last fall. they continue to receive
accolades from critics and increase
their fan base with each show.

Truth or dare? Dare.
Okay, now go down to the
pitch-black basement and stand
there for 20 seconds.
As a little girl I remember walking nervously down the stairs,
heart pounding with fear, trying
to accomplish this "dare" from my
friends.
l lasted a bout three seconds
before l started screaming, but remained there for the duration.
Queue Up vocalist Ali Hernan
has adarefor you. And you should
be afraid. Prepare for Possession.
the first full -length CD from
Cleveland goth-rock outfit Queue
Up From the industrial clanking
and cranking of "Life's Blood" to
the politically- laced scorcher
"Violence," Possession pulls you
into the dark, while Hernan takes
firm hold of your inhibitions and
pulls them into the light. Talk
about a catharsis.
The strategic instrumentation,
courtesy of guitarist/vocalist/
mad scientist Dennis Richie and

Be young,

drum master Randy Blaire, pits
straightforward indusmal rock
against an underlying gothic orchestration. Hernan's intense vocals are straight from the gut , especially on "Crazy, Am I?" and a
cover of Marianne Faithful's "Broken English." Stir in handfuls of
technologica I creepy crawlers, and
the result is a tantalizing nightmare. And everything about Possession works.
A few other highlights (and
there are many) include "I Hate
You Mr. Einstein,"adelightful blitz
that must be heard to be believed,
"On the Edge," "Backpedal," and
"American Form"-the latter song
opening and closing with echoes
of "The Star Spangled Banner."
Adding to the overall boldness
of the release is its unequivocal
ability to deliver its messages
without letting the animosity
mask each mem her's distinct personality.
With bass and additional vocals courtesy of former touring
member Mick Derrick, the aptly
titled debut CD is a triumphant
offering from this group of seasoned musicians.
Take the dare.
-Karen Obr~ut

Contact San at
397-2518 or drop
by The Carroll News.

have fun,
write for entertainment.

/

the frans

Spirograph
(Supercussion)

The question: Is the hype surrounding Cleveland-based band
thefrans justified? Based on their
CD Spirograph , the answer is an
emphatic"maybe." Let me explain.
Derek Lashua lays down im pressive guitar work on tracks such as
"Words" and "Lazy Open Eye."
Mandy Lascko's strong vocals
are a welcome departure from
some of the growling female
alterna-vocalists of today. Drummer Brett Lashua and bassist Greg
Golya admirably handle the bottom end . So what's m1ssing?
Style. Thefransseem to search
fora sound , from the Sonic Youthinspired riffs of "And It's So.-" to
the Led Zeppelin-esque intro to
"Words." Each song could stand
on its own. The album on the
whole, however, does not seem to
hang together.
Also, without the written lyrics to accompany the songs, it is
difficult tocritique the I yrica l content Mandy'svocalsareoften hard
to decipher, partially due to the

mix and experimentauon.
I hke Spirograph, but I find it
hard to grasp what the f rans are
all about. And although most
songs are catchy enough, such as
"Outside," that'sexact l y where the
CD leaves me.

-joe Halailro

Ruby

Salt peter
(Columbia)

r!J&&
Anger at the world (especially
men)seerns to be a popu Jar theme
in modern music today, and this
definitely holds true m Salt pelcr-,
the new release from Ruby.
The key mgredient to Ruby is
vocalist Lesley Rankine. Her l yricsseem autobiographica l,a nd she
sets herself apart [rom her peers
in a couple ways. For one thing.
she doesn't have to scream or be
overly suggestive to get her point
across Rather. she lets you know
that she is there and has the power
todowhatshewants: "Jam whatl
must, woJLid you bite me till I'm
dust. You're terrified. You're terri-

fied of me : she smgs on "He1d1"
Rankine subtly conveys this attitude by singing seductively and
getting inside your head.
Musical styles on Salt peter
vary greatly. Songs such as
"Fhppin' the Bird"and "Tiny Meat"
have a pop sound similar to Garbage, and "Heidi" is close to Nine
Inch Nails' "Hun.· The best song
to check out is "The Whole is Equa I
to the Sumo! Its Parts."
As a whole, Salt peur is good
but not spectacular. The power
and finesse of Rankine save the
CD from becoming just another
example of someone angry at ev·
eryone.

avtstopher M. Green
Kind. Caring. Understanding.
Good- looking. Every woman's
dream guy, right? Wrong.
Mark Wahlberg plays David
McCa II,a young Seattle roughneck
p:>SSessing all these qualities but
also an extremely dark side, in
direcor James Foley's Fear.
David catches the eye of rest·
less 16-year-old Nicole Walker
(Reese Witherspoon) who is quite
vulnerable. After several conversations with David, Nicole helplessly falls for him. David, on the
other hand,fallsobsessivelyin love
with her. Together forever or else.
Everything is going well until

onedaywhenDavid comes to pick
upNicoleafterschool. He sees her
hugging a close male friend and
flies into a jealous rage which leads
to a few bruises and a black eye for
the unluckyf riend. Nicole tries to
stay strong and keep clear of
David, but his charm draws her
close once again.
Wahlberg's portraya l of the
obsessive boyfriend is exceptionaL
In his first real test in acting,
Wahlberg responds well. Forget
that he is also a rapper (a.k.a.
Marky Mark). He is one of the
most talented young actors in
Hollywood. His acting ability
sneaked d.rough in Renaissance
Man and Basketball Diaries. He

needed a starring role like 1 his. If
he continues on this path, with
the right scripts, he will be on the
right path to Hollywood success.
The film takes a turn for the
worse at the poorly-written ending. It seems thrown together. Up
to that point, the film is chilling
and suspenseful Fear is the Fatal
Altraction for the younger audience. It succeeds in that sense, but
the ending keeps it from being a
great suspense thriller.
Wahlberg's performance alone
keeps the film afloat, despite the
ending. Remember his name because with such talent he is sure to
become a popular figure in Hollywood. ( !6 r5 !fi out of five)
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Correct ion:
Aquote nthe March 28 issue
ShOuld have read. "The witch in The
Witch offndoris the first western
reference to a witch fran SIJruel.
Book II in the Old Testcment." S8ict
Ncn:y Kiefer. We regret the enor.

Rre you the total package who is eligible for work
study and is a Business major••. Then the Carroll News
wants YOU to help in the CN's Business Office· to handle
accounts payable. FleKible hours. Call Gina at 4398

Fear a chilling tale of obsessive love
Staff Reporter

Cleveland Public Theatre presents Secrets, a dark-themed
modern dance concert of The Repertory Project, tonight (Thursday, April 18), April19 and 20 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Apri121 at 2
p m.Ti kets range from $5 to$12 and can be purchased in advance
at the CPT Box Office at 631 -2727. For more information ca\13973757.

Queue Up

OF THE UNITED STATES
THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CENTER NORTHEAST OHIO
RITURNEDVOLUNTEERASSOCIATION (NORVA) & THE
CLEVELAND COUNCIL ON WORLD AFFAIRS
are pleased to present

~liiH!IE IPIEACIE COI~PS liOIDAY
Lecture by Mark Gearan, Director of the United States Peace Corps
THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 1996
7:45P.M.
D.J. LOMARDO STUDENT CENTER
MAIN CONFERENCE ROOM
PLEASE NOTE: THERE WILL BE A PRIVATE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WITH rv1ARK GEARAN.
FkOM 9:00 TO 10:00 DURING THE STUDENT..TODIRECTOR DIALOGUE
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Softball slumps, must dig deep to finish strong
Blue Streaks plagued with errors committing 22 over losing skid
b1ll with Manetta was espectally
frustrating for the Blue Streaks.
Down 3-0to theOAC-leadingPioneers, the Streaks batt led back to
tie the game in the bottom of the
Sixth mning. However, Marietta
escaped the upset by scoring the
winmng run with two outs in the
top of the seventh 1nning.
"Considering how we played
before lgame twol we were really
happy about keeping things close
with Marietta," said sophomore

Sports Flashes
junior Joey Bigler will recieve the 1996 AT&T Long Dlstance
Award, re..:ognizing him as the most accurate th ree-poimshoote r
in CAA Div1sion 111 Men's Basketball for the 1995-96 season.
Bigler, who was 54-Ill (.486) fro m beyond the three-point arc
will be the first Blue Streak to ever finish a season as th e top
indiv idua l of a Division lll statistical category.
T he john Carroll University golf team pla ced four of irs individual members in the top ten of the Deniso n University Spring
Golf Class1c as they captured the team title by 17 strokes. Senior
Brian Unk conquered medalist honors by shooting a two round
148. Joining Unk was senior Matt Glova, who placed third with
a scoreofl 53:junior Jim Hauman, who finished in a tie for fourth
plce wi th a score of 154; and sophomore Ben Wilkins, who finished in a tie for tenth at156.
Freshman John O'Rourke remains undefeated (4-0) in the
Ohio Athletic Conference. O'Rourke is tied fo r firs t while being
one of only three to remain unbeaten. Also at the top of the OAC
sta tisticalleaderboard is senior Brian Moc ny, who leads in the
OAC in doubles per game (0.48)

-.
And We~ll Help You
Pay For College.
GET READY for a job that 's absolutely wild!
Foll ow yo ur instincts - join tile Sea World Team.
Jnin u:r 1n 011~ uf the JoUoWIIIJ.: s~a'fmwl posuirms:

FOOD SERVICE • WAilliR/WAITRESS
OPERATIONS HOST/HOSTESS • SALIS CLERKS
WAREHOUSE • CUStODIAL (clcay/aftght)

W.:. are acceptin g application&now!
1bere arc lot~ of reasons to JOin Sea World. These are J'.iSt a few:

Car rie McVicker. "[The good per"Errors are part of [softball!," going 7-18 with two RBisa nd four
for ma nee) is something to be built said junior pitcher Angel l<oss. runs scored.
on.,.
"I'm disappointed that we have
"But the fact that we have commit Unfortunately, lengthy losmg ted so many errors this season has no t picked up some wins recent! y."
Weitbrec ht said "But I'm more
srreaks have become a habit fo r killed us."
Scor ing runs has also been a concerned wit h getting the playthe softball team . In each of rhe
past three seasons, John Carroll problem for the Streaks. During ers focused on the present, not the
the skid , past. We need to take one game at
has
suf fered
through at least
JCU has a time and focus on win ning."
Depending on Tuesday's twin
b e e n
one losing streak
We're playing for
outscored bill at Mount Union, the Streaks
( minimum eight
5 1 - l 7 wil l look tostarta winn ing st reak
games) that elim• pride riah,t now.,
nated it from the
b '
w hi l e
this Sat urday as they travel to
managing Otterbein for a dou bleheader. JCU
OAC race. History
and we need to
on ly eight . is 9-7 lifetime agamst Otterbe in, a
repeated
itself
extra base team they swept las t season to beagain Sunday with
play hard for each hirs.
gin a la te season winni ng streak
rhe loss to Manetta
"0 u r that saw the Streaks win five of
in ga me two.
Other.
"I don 't point
offense the irfi naleightga mes. To get back
has bee n on track,l<oss believes the Streaks
fingers when we
lose ," sa1d Coac h
Angel Koss
very spo- need to get back to basics.
r a di c,"
"We need to play basic so£t ball ,"
G r e t c h e n
said Koss. Koss said. "We can'tlet our record
Weitbrec ht. "I just
tr y to keep the team focused on "We have not been abletokeepthe d1scourage us. We can't make the
playing well. Softball is very ball rolling offensively because we playoffs, but we can play spoiler
much a mental game a nd we need cannot seem to put clutch hits to· for some other teams. We're playto get in a bette r frame of mind get her and produce a good ra ll y. ing for pnde right now, and we
We ca nnot seem to put anything need to play hard for each or her."
play by play"
McVicker added that t h e
The Streaks have not he! ped togethe r in order to get a win."
On a positive note, McVicker Streaks have to re main foc used
their cause defensively over the
past eight games. JCU has been continues to bej oh n Carroll's mos t mentally.
"We have to think we 're going
plagued by a rash of er rors, com- consistent hi tter as she went 6-18
mining 22 dur ing the losing skid. at the plate with fou r runs and to win in order to do so," Me Vicker
For the season, the Streaks have th ree RBls last week. l<oss a lso sa id. "We have to believe we're gocom mitted 13 moreerrors (48-35) helped out offensive last week by ing to play well and ma intain a
break ing out of a hitting slum p, positive a ttitude."
than their opponents.

Cansler, Olsen qualify for Division Ill NCAA's
According to Consler, ' It is reDan Bansely
al! y important to go to these big
Staff Reporter
ln 80 degre e we a ther in events and prove what you can
Durham , North Carolina the John do.' Accordi ng roJewett, with the
Carroll women's track team weather beingsobad in Cleveland,
a
ai
f h
r nn"n
t uke was a nice
best in track and field in the na- cha nge. '1t
tion at the Duke Invita tio nal.
made quit e
According to CoachJewitt the an impact,'
goal was,' to go down there, per- said Jewett.
form well, and have a good time.' ' It's great ro
The team did do well as Thea r un in warm
Consler led the Blue Streaks by weather and
not only braking her own school sunshine'
In considrecord but also qualLfied for nationals by jumping a distance of eration of the
poor wea ther
37-3 in the tr iple jump.
conditions a t
0 h i 0
W esleya n ,
t he mens'
team pe rformed well.
Mike Olsen
They were
one point away from a fourth place
finish even after taking rwo ind iEUCLID A~E. at Itt. 9t
vidual first place titles.
wm••,•., -9St-uoa
The
4x100
relay
team,including seniors Mike
FREE INDIANS TICKETS Olsen and Lyle Biggs, freshman
EVER'( FRIDAY' IN APRIL
Eric Balish and sophomore Don
!Cell ftr D•flll•l
Spent hoff, placed a stro ng second
w ith a time of 43.00. Biggs sa id ,
"we have been working hard on
FREE ADMISSION
our handoff s and have been imFOR THOSE 21 & OYER
provi ng each week "
FOR TIIOU 14.19 lZO ·t4.7S
Sophomore Matt Lemieux won
~USthe pole vault eve nt by clea ring a
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Kevin Bachman
The Blue Streak baseball rea m
co ntinues toputt •ms o n the board,
but thei r ability to keep thm opponenr s· ba ts silent will be the de terminin g fa ctor as they look to
ma ke rhe Ohio Athlenc Conference
playofls fo rthef irst rim e s ince 1992.
The Blue Streaks currently are
11eJ forfourth wirh a 4-40ACm ark
Ill 10overall l
Offen sively, the Strea ks are hit 11ng at a .315 chp, whil e the pirchmg sta ff is holdin g opponen ts to a
.260 average, but Coach Bnan
Bre we r said t hat defense will be
the key
"We know we're going to give
up some hits, bur what we can't
afford to do are make errors and
give up walks m key Situations,"
Brewer said
One pHcher who is not gtv mg
up m any walks in ke y situa tions IS
f res hrn anjohn O'Rourke.O'Rourke
leads the St reaks m w1ns with 4,
has a 2.13 earned ru n average, and
has li mi ted opponents to a .188
batting average.
"I just go out and do the best l
cau ," O'Rourke said . "l c hart hitters
before the game so I get a feel as far
as how they hit a nd w hat they hit."
Se nior desi gnated hitter Ton y
Pi zz ut i c redited O' Ro urke wi th

Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter

Going into conference play last
week, Jo hn Ca rroll Un ivers it y's
men's tennis tea m co nt inued its

State-Behrend, the Blue Streaks
aga in co uld only be seen from
behind ast heystomped by w ith a
9-0 victory.
Soph o mo re Paul Snyd e r

duce victories, the doubles tea ms
again do minate.
The duo of Aile a nd Bode co ntinue to keep their respected undefeated record at # 3 doubles,

match comingfrom behindrouium ph with a 0-6, 6-0, 6-2 victory
at # 6 si ngles.
From the beginn ing of the
s pring sea so n junio r Andrew
Perry has remained undefeated
at 5-0 at # 2 sing les.
Along w ith Perr y, fres hman
Br yan Moh ler is posting an undefeated 5-0 record at #5 singles
posi tion . Dropping only si x
games in the last five matches
Mohler has been the most decisive win ner for Carroll this seaso n.
As t he performa nce in the
singles matches continue to pro-

is the pair of sophomores Mark
Gentile and Ed Sc hm itt.
Th e v ictor ies i m proved
Carroll's record in OAC play to 30, overa1l 5-l.
Coming off a victorious week,
john Carroll faced a nationall y
ra nked unbeaten squad of Ohio
Northern on Saturday.
Apart from the accomplishments and the undefeated record,
Ohio Northern brought the team
back down by beating john
CarrollS- I.
"After beating Marietta 9-0and
Heidelberg 7- 2, losing to Ohio
Northern put things back into per-

def

G .. +'<o~tsday a r te rn oon J o n
Ca rroll c rushed th eopposingOhio
A thleticConference ri va l Hiram,8
- l. Over whel ming the ir oppo ne nts,
the doubl es tea ms led the way and
lef t a trail to follow behind as jun ior Patrick Alt e and Sophomore
Rya n Bode skunked their competition 6-0, 6-0 at #3 doubles.
"b eryone played solid against
Hiram and I think it has been ou r
best per formance of the year so far.
We pl ayed ou r game and did not
fa ll to their level," sa id juni or Andrew Per ry.
O n Wedn esday in a non conference ho me marc h against Penn

.
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spect ive for us," sa id All e.
Althoug h the team lost to Ohio
Northern, Pe rr y kept his undefea ted status by beatin g Brent Gay
of Ohio North cr n (4 6, 6 - 4,7-
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LAKEWOOD
228-5996
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OAC's. Now thatj CU men's tennis team has things in perspec tive the focus can be o n the upcoming matches.
T he Blue Streaks nex t take
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game after ga me, and that's what
these guys are going to do."
junior second baseman Mike
Campanellasa1d the team defense
is starting to become more consistent, and t he offense will continue to score runs for the pitchers.
"Defense wi lllead the way a nd
it's up to us to step it up,"
Campanella said ·sunday's game
[2-1 victorylshowed us that. Whoever hits 1n this league wms, and
1n those close games, we have
enough talent where the defense
wtll pull it our."
Sen1or Tight fielder Brian
Mocny is hav ing an All-OAC type
year,hitting .443with 35 hits and
19 RBI's. jumor ce nter fielder Joe
Panza rella is hitting .371, and senior first baseman Kevin f1scher
is hittmg .333. Fischer recently
broke the school record for RBI's
in a career. the record stands at 92
and counting.
jCU heads to Hcidleberg a nd
Ohio Northern for doublehead ers this week as they look to pick
up a few key conference w ins
'H e1delberg 1s m la st place in the
OACwith a l -7league record, but
Northern is a t 5-3 in theOAC m a
match up th at could hel p son out
the playoff picture and determi ne
if the Streaks future.

Strong doubles play leads Carroll to sucess in OAC

Wi••. $.SO

·Good Wages- s?me.positio~!s offer a higher
starting ratelshtft dtffereotwl
• Flexible Schedules
• Opportunity for Advancement

EquJI Oppor!Umty Emplo)er m/Vdlv

keepmgcomposedonthemound
and coming through in big
games
"I' m impressed with john
O 'Rourke," Pizzuti said. "He's
pitchin g like h~'s been here four
years."
O'Rourkep1cked up a key win
for the Streaks, pitch•ng a complete game seven-hitter to win
th e sec ond ga me of a double
header 2-1 against Muskingum
Sund ay. Se mor Kevin Fischer
went 2 fo r 4 Wi th a run batted m,
and sophomore Brad Dahlme1er
went 2 for 2 with 2 doubles and a
RBl The Streak s lost the first
g a me 4 -1. Sophom o re Marc
Thibeau lt struck out 6 in the losing effort.
The Streaks split a doubleheader w ith the Hiram Terriers
in Hiram Apn l 10, wmnmg the
first game 12-3, but then droppin g the nightcap 14-13 as 5 errors led ro 8 unearned runs.
Brewer said tha t inexperience
has lead to some defensive lapses,
but that will t urn around as the
season goes on.
"Youth equals inconststency,
and that's been some of the problem," Brewer said."Bu t !still don't
feel that it's justifiable or acceptable. In order to be a s uccessful
program, you need to get bette r

-----

r..ten. $.so

•BONUS BUCKS

Please app ly m person Monday through F1 iday,
10:(1()-dm- 4:30pm and
Saturda y, 9:00am · Noon or ca ll
21 6/562-8101.
Sea World of Ohio,
1100 Sea World Drive,
Aurol'a, OH 44202

height of fifteen feet. Ot her notabl es w ere fresh man Mike
O'Donaghue, who tied for third in
the high jump (6-2), a nd fresh man Rob Madden, who placed secnd in t ejave in(IMrO)
One high light
for the Strea ks was
senior Mike Olsen
who had a first,
second, an d thi rd
place finish . Olsen
broke a school
record in the 200
meter dash with a
Div ision []I provisional na t iona l
qualifying time of
21.84 in add it ion to
helping rhe 4xl00
meter das h relay
tea m place second.
In his th ird eve nt
of the day, the 400
meter dash, he placed th ird w ith
atimeof 49.6. 'ljustwentounhere
and ran the best l could,' Olsen
said.
Coach Stupica was happy the
meet s outcome."The performance
was good ,considering the weather
conditio ns."
Wea ther pending both the
mens' and womens' team will next
compete on Sa turday at the AllOhio Division lll Championships ..
The meet is held at Mount Union
in Alliance, OH.
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Base.b all battles for OAC invite
Staf f Reporte r

Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Ed•tor
The Cleveland lndiansseem to
be back on the winnmg track afterexpenencinga slow start to the
Major League baseba 11 season. T he
same, however. cannot be said for
the john Carroll University sof rball team as their losing skid hit
eight games Sund ay after dropping a doubleheader to Marietta,
8-3 and 4 -)
Losing game two of the twin
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Softball slumps, must dig deep to finish strong
Blue Streaks plagued with errors committing 22 over losing skid
Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Editor

- ...

The Cleveland Indians seem to
be back on the wmning track after experienc1 ngaslow start LO the
Mapr League baseball season. The
same, however, cannot be said for
the John Carroll University softball team as their losing skid htt
eight games Sund:~y after dropping a doubleheader w Manetta,
8-3and4-1
losing game two of the twm

bill wnh Manetta was especially
frusrrating for the Blue Streaks
Down 3-0totheOAC-leadingPioneers, the Streaks battled back to
tie the game in the bottom of the
SD<th mnmg. However, Marietta
escaped the upset by scoring the
winning run with rwoouts in the
top of the seventh mnmg.
"Constdering how we played
before (game two], we were really
happy about keeping t h tngs close
wah Manetta," said sophomore

Carrie McVicker. 1The good performancel is something to be built
on."

Unfortunately, lengthy losing
streaks have become a habit for
the softball team. ln each of the
past three seasons, John Carroll
has
suffered
through at least
one losing strea k
(minimum eight
games) that ellmJnated It from the
OAC race. History
repeated itself
again Sunday with
the loss to Marietta
in game two
"[ don 't point
fingers when we
lose," said Coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht. "1just
try to keep the team focused on
playing well
Softball is very
much a memal game and we need
to get in a better frame of mind
play by play."
The Streaks have not helped
their cause defensively over the
past eight games. JCU has been
plagued by a rash of errors, committing 22 during the losing skid.
For the season, the Streaks have
committed 13 more errors(48-35)
than thetr opponents.

"Errors are part of (softball]," going 7-18 with two RBlsand four
said JUnior pitcher Angel Koss. runs scored.
"I'm disappomted that we have
"BU! the fact that we have committed so many errors th1sseason has not picked up some wins recent! y."
Weitbrecht said. "But I'm more
killed us."
Scori ng runs has also been a concerned with getting the playproblem for the Streaks. Durmg ers focused on the present, not the
the skid, past. We need to take one game at
JCU has a time and focus on winning."
Depending on Tuesday's twin
b e e n
outscored bill at Mount Union, the Streaks
5 1 - l 7 will look tostarta winningstreak
o'
w h i l e this Saturday as they travel to
managing Otterbein for a doubleheader. JCU
only eight . IS 9-7 hfetime against Otterbein, a
extra base team they swept last season to behits.
gin a la te season winning streak
"0 u r that saw the Srreaks win five of
offense their finaleightgames. To get back
has been on track, Koss believes the Streaks
very spo- need to get back to basics.
Angel Koss
radic ,"
"We need to play basic softball,"
satd Koss. Koss said. "We can't let our record
"We have not been able to keep the discourage us. We can't make the
ball rolling offensively because we playoffs, but we can play spoiler
cannot seem to put clutch hits w- for some other teams. We're playgerher and produce a good rally. ing for pnde right now. and we
We cannot seem to put anything need to play hard for each other."
McVicker added that the
together in order LO get a win."
On a positive note, McVicker Streaks have to remain focused
continues to beJoh n Carroll's most mentally.
"We have to think we 're going
consistent hitter as she went 6-18
at the plate with four runs and to win in ordertodoso." McVicker
three RBls last week. Koss also said. "We have to believe we're gohelped out offensive last week by ing to play well and maintain a
breaking out of a hitting slump, positive attitude."

We're playing for
pride ridhf now.,
and we need to

Sports Flashes
Junior Joey Bigler will recieve the l996 AT&T Long Distance
Award, re..:ognizing him as the most accurate three-point shooter
in NCAA Division 111 Men's Basketball for the 1995-96 season.
Bigler, who was 54-Ill ( 486) from beyond the three- point arc
will be the first Blue Streak to ever finish a season as the top
individual of a Dtvision Ill statistical category.
The john Carroll University golf team placed four of its individual members in the mp ten of the Denison University Spring
GoU Classic as they captUred the team title by 17 strokes. Senior
Brian Unk conquered medalist honors by shooting a two round
148. Joining Unk was senior Matt Glova, who placed third with
a scoreofJS3;junior Jim Hauman, who finished in a t1e forfourth
plce with a score of 154; and sophomore Ben Wilkins, who finished in a tie for tenth at 156.
Freshman John O'Rourke remains undefeated (4-0) in the
Ohio Athletic Conference. O'Rourke is tied for first while being
one of only three to remain unbeaten. Also at the top of the OAC
statisttcalleaderboard is senior Bnan Mocny, who leads in the
OAC in doubles per game (0.48)

play hard for each
other.

Cansler, Olsen qualify for Division Ill NCAA's
According to Cansler, ' It is reDan Bansely
StaH Reporter
ally important to go to these big
In 80 degree weather in events and prove what you can
Durham, North Carolina the john do.' According to jewett, with the
Carroll women's track team weather bei ngso bad in Cleve Ia nd,
at
a·n
of
unn·
uke was a nice
best in track and field in the na- change. ' lt
tion at the Duke Invitational.
made quite
According toCoachjewitt the an impact,'
goal was,'to go down there, per- said jewett.
form well, and have a good tim e." 'lt 's great to
The team did do well as Thea run in warm
Consler led the Blue Streaks by weather and
not only braking her own school sunshine.'
lnconsidrecord but also qualified for nationals by jumping a distance of erationof the
poor weather
37-3 in the triple jump.
conditions at
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Wesleyan ,
the mens'
team performed well . Mike Olsen
They were
onepointaway from a fourth place
finish even after taking rwo individual first place titles.
The
4xl00
relay
team,including seniors Mike
Olsen and Lyle Biggs, freshman
Eric Balish and sophomore Don
Spent hoff . placed a strong second
with a time of 43.00. Biggs said ,
"we have been working hard on
our handoffs and have been improving each week."
Sophomore Matt Lemieux won
the pole vault event by clearing a

height of fifteen feet. Other notables were freshman Mike
O'Donaghue, who tied forthird in
the high jump (6-2), and freshman Rob Madden, who placed second in t ejave in064-0)
One hi ghlight
for the Streaks was
senior Mike Olsen
who had a first.
second, and third
placefinish. Olsen
broke a school
record in the 200
meter dash with a
Division lll provisional nation a I
qualifying time of
21.84 in addition to
helping the 4xl00
meter dash relay
team place second.
In his third event
of the day, the 400
meter dash, he placed third with
a time of 49.6.'!just wentourrhere
and ran the best I could,' Olsen
said.
Coach Stupica was happy the
meets outcome."The performance
wasgood,consideringthe weather
conditions.'
Weather pending both the
mens' and womens'team will next
compete on Saturday at the AllOhio Dtvision Ill Championships..
The meet is held at Mount Union
in Alliance, OH.

Kevin Bachman
StaffRt:porter
----The Blue Streak baseball team
continues to put I unson the board,
but their ability w keep thetr opponents' bats stlent will be the determimng factor as they look to
make the Ohio AthleticConference
playofl5 fort he first time since 1992.
The Blue Streaks curren tl y are
ned for fourth with a 4-40ACmark
fl 1-10 overa 111.
Offensively, the Streaks are hittmg at a 315 chp, while the pi tchmgstaff is holding opponents to a
.260 average, but Coach Brian
Brewer satd that defense will be
the key.
"We know we're gomg to give
up some hits, but what we can't
afford to do are make errors and
give up walks m key situations,"
Brewer sa id
One pncher who ts not gtving
up many walks in key situations is
fresh manJoh n O'Rourke. O'Rourke
leads the Streaks in wtns with 4,
has a 2.13 earned run average. and
has limited opponems to a .188
batting average.
"I just go out and do the best l
ca tt ," O'Rourke said. "I chart hmers
before the game so l get a feel as far
as how they hit and what they hit."
Senior designated hitter Tony
Pizzuti credited O'Rourke with

kee pi ngcom posed on the mound
and coming through in big
games.
"l'm impressed with John
O'Rourke," P1zzuu said. "He's
pitching like h~'s been here four
years:·
O'Rourke picked up a key win
for the Streaks, pnchmg a complete game seven-hitter to win
the secon d game of a double
header 2-1 agamst Muskingum
Sunday. Se nior Kevin Fischer
went2 for4with a run batted tn,
and sophomore Brad Dah \meter
went 2 for 2 wi rh 2 doubles and a
RBI. The Streaks lost the first
game 4-1. Sophomore Marc
Th1 beau It struck out 6 in the losing effort.
The Streaks split a doubleheader with the Hiram Terriers
in Hiram AprillO, winning the
first game 12-3, but then droppmg the nigh reap 14-13 as 5 errors led to 8 unearned runs.
Brewer said that inexperience
has lead tosomedefensive lapses,
but that will turn around as the
season goes on.
"Youth equals mconsistency,
and that's been some of the problem," Brewer said. "But Istill don 't
feel that it's justifiable or acceptable. In order to be a successful
program . you need to get better

Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter

Going into conference play last
week, John Carroll University's
men's tenni s team co ntinued its
undei
o .. 1' oesday arternoon jo n
Carroll crushed theopposingOhio
AthleticConferencerival Hiram,8
-l.Ove rwhelmingtheiropponems,
the doubles tea ms led the way and
left a trail to follow behind as junior Patrick Aile and Sophomore
Ryan Bode skunked their competition 6-0, 6-0 at #3 doubles.
"Lveryone played solid against
Hiram and I think it has been our
best performance of the year so far.
We played our game and did not
fall to their level," said junior Andrew Perry.
On Wednesday in a non conference home match against Penn

State-Behrend, the Blue Streaks
again could only be seen from
behind as they stomped by with a
9-0 victory.
Sophomore Paul Snyder

duce victories, the doubles teams
again dominate.
The duo of Alleand Bode continue to keep their respected undefeated record at #) doubles.

matchcomingfrom behind to triumph witha0-6, 6-0, 6-2 victory
at #6 singles.
From the beginning of the
spring season junior Andrew
Perry has remained undefeated
at 5-0 at #2 singles.
Along with Perry, freshman
Bryan Mohler is posting an undefeated S-0 record at #S singles
position. Dropping only six
games in the last five matches
Mohler has been the most decisive winner for Carroll this season.
As the performance in the
singles matches continue to pro-

is the pair of sophomores Mark
Gentile and Ed Schmitt.
The victories improved
Carroll 's record m OAC play to 30, over a II 5-l.
Coming off a victorious week,
John Carroll faced a nationally
ranked unbeaten squad of Ohio
Northern on Saturday.
Apart from the accomplishments and the undefeated record,
Ohio Northern brought the team
back down by beating John
Carrol18-l.
"After beatingMarietta 9-0and
Heidelberg 7- 2, losing to Ohio
Northern put things back into per-

.
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spective for us," said Aile.
Although the team losttoOhio
Northern , Perry kept his undefeated status by beau ng Brent Gay
of Ohio Northern (4-6, 6- 4, 7-

II AM. -2AM.
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John Bartles taking some cuts in the battling cages in the Don
Shu! a Sports Center before a game
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game after game, and that's what
these guys are going to do."
junior second baseman Mike
Cam panellasaid the team defense
is starting to become more consistent , and the offense will continue to score runs for the pitchers.
"Defense will lead the way and
it's up to us to step H up,"
Cam pan ella sat d. 'Sunday's game
(2-1 victory! showed us that. Whoever has m this league wins, and
in those close games, we have
enough talent where the defense
will pull it our."
Sen10r nght fielder Brian
Mocny is having an All-OACtype
year, hitting.44 3with 35 hits and
19 RBI's.Jumor center ftelder Joe
Panzarella is hitting .371, and senior first baseman Kevin Ftscher
IS hming .333 Fischer recently
broke the school record for RB!'s
in a career. the record standsat92
and counring.
jCU heads to Heidleberg and
Ohio Northern for doubleheaders this week as they look to pick
up a few key conference wins.
Hetdelberg ISm last place in the
OACwitha !-?league record, but
Northern is at 5-3 in the OAC in a
mat ch up that could help sort out
the playoff picture and determine
if the Streaks future.

Strong doubles play leads Carroll to sucess in OAC
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HITS & misses
HIT: The Cookies 'N' Cream bar in the cafeteria. m I s s: The after-Easter sugar-overload
stomachache. HIT: The encore presentation of
The Dead Matter, directed by and star-studded
with JCU students and alumni, this past weekend. HIT: The impossible-to-open front doors
of Grasselli Library have finally been fixed. As if
we hadn't made enough excuses to stay out of
the library. HIT(JCU): Worst thunderstorm in
recent memory. m I s s: The torn tarps, flayed
rooftops, power outages, and ankle-deep mud
the thunderstorm left behind. m i s s: Course
registrations, housing sign-ups, and senior pictures all in one breath.

11

Higher education needs real world direction

Tenure: Have we
won the battle,
but not the war?

.... -

OPINION

Time for colleges to connect with students

•Views/Editorial

Tenure denial to three faculty members whipped
JCU into an uproar. The SU instantly and unanimously approved resolutions demanding explanations forwarded to the various university ofncials
involved in the tenure process. The overwhelming
support of students for those professors ap:I_?eared
everywhere for weeks. It seems, after the aaministration recently decided to reward tenure to those
professors after all, that we students accomplished
what we set out to do. But what exactly did we set
out to do? Regain our professors, or gam a tenure
process vote? And did our efforts really accomplish
anything?
Accoraing to university officials, additions and
clarifications were made to the r.rofessors' applications between the time the board first reviewed
them, denying them, and the time that, under ap~al , the boara re-reviewed them, granting tenure.
Those exact additions and clarHications are, and
probably will always, remain vague. But there is no
mdication that the review board I eels any part of
the tenure process warrants examination . .And there
is no indication student concerns were even
weighed.
Perhaps student support came too late, but anticipating the right moment to strike is difficult when
our earliest warning comes after the fact. It has been
suggested that the oest way for students to alert
umversit_y officials about their tenure concerns is
t rough Ter erwriting uring the time o tenure
review, but times ana involved applicants are not
offici a11 y announced. The board s silence is not by
choice. The board cannot reveal tenure applicants,
review times, or whether those apr.licants were
approved, denied, or even appeafea, without those
applicants' permission. Soil students want clout
during the tenure process, demanding information
from fhe review bOard will not accomP.lish anything. Students must co-operate with their professors.
Students themselves must keep close tabs on the
tenure process, taking the initianve to discover what
professors are up for tenure review, and make a
request to those professors for permission to publicly announce the ir tenure review time in order for
students to publicly support them. This method
might not be as consistently successful as forced
disclosure from the tenure review board. The privacy wishes of the professors must ultimately be
taken into consideration. But this method also
provides students with the opportunity to actively
mvol ve themselves in tenure process, independent
of the disclosure of university officials, ana the
opportunity to forge more dxnamic bonds between
students and the professors they want to support.
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We're here for a reason, you
It is a tradition that the incoming Editorin-Chief writes a commentary introducing
him or herself to the student body and
discusses plans for coverage of the upcoming
school year.
But 1am not going to do this because the
Carroll News is not about me or my plans for
the paper.
Tne Carroll News is a newspaper which is
perhafs the most comprehensive represemation o john Carroll
University to the campus and the surrounding
community. This is
Gina
Girardot
reflected in the coverage
Editor-in-Chief
of all aspects of campus
life.
In the past, stories
inc! uded Operation
f . . . . ., Alumni
Commentary
donations, and Fulbright
award winners all of
which show the diverse
influence john Carroll has on the community.
On the other hand, articles also dealt with
crime, hazing and misuse of campus funds
for, they, too, represent the reality of the
.
Carroll community.
As Editor, I am here to play the watchdog
of campus activity. This is the traditional role
of the media, and it is a means to inform
readers about what is going on around them.
Some may not agree with this. But if you don't
want your name printed in the paper, then
the solution is simple, don't do anything
wrong.
It gives me moral satisfaction to know that

l will be aiding students by giving them
the tools necessary to make informed
decisions about the atmosphere that
surrounds Lhem. Especially in cases where
they may otherwise may be uninformed.
In reality, l act as a liaison to the students, responsible for informative reporting on the activities that occur, regardless
of what they are.
One of the integral philosophies of this
university is based in the
Jesuit ideal of building a
strong ethical foundation to
make real world decisions.
The Carroll News stays
consistent to this standard.
We, the staff, make an
honest effort to be objective,
and to critique ourselves,
both negatively and posi·
tively, with the intention of
producing a better product
each week for you.
Perhaps the greatest affirmation of
these efforts was when, on this past
Saturday, the regional chapter of the
Society of Professional journalists
awarded the Carroll News Third Place in
Overall Excellence in Non-daily Univer·
sity Papers.
This award is not only a reflection of
the Carroll News staff, it is a representa·
tion of the Carroll community to world
outside john Carroll.
ln the future, the new staff and l intend
to continue this kind of exceptional
quality for you.

·-----=======

Thomas Naylor & William Willlmon
e The Baltimore Sun
Few parents realize what they a redoing
to their children by sending them to some
of our most prestigious institutions of
higher education All too many of our colleges and universities charge too much and
teach too liule to too many students. In this
unfriendly, permissive, ami-intellec tual
en vi ronment,studen ts take too few courses,
drink too much, party too much and learn
too little from faculties concerned more
with political correctness than truth.
One might hope 1hat our colleges would
prov1de cutting-edge solutions,or at least
some solutions. to our nation 's many social,
economic, politica l and environmental
problems. Unfonunately,nothingcould be
funher from the truth.Today's coll ege stu·
denrsare into consumerism, hedonism,ami
intellectual ism and unabashed individualism , which give rise to alcohol abuse, indolence and excessive careerism.
If one listens to college students talk in
the dining hall, the library or the student
union , the expression heard most of ten
from them on many campuses IS, "I can't
believe how drunk I was last nigh t."
Nothing betrer characterizes the selfimage of college students than one of their
favome self-designations,"We work hard,
. we play hard." But how is it possible to work
hard and maintain the kind of lifestyle
which pervades college campuses today?
How often do students think hard in an
environment in which they receive higher
grades for doing less work in fewer courses
than was the case a few years ago? With no
Saturday classes. few early morning classes
and the widespread use of work-saving per·
sonal com pulers, students have far more
free time on th eir hands than they ca n er

were asked ro write a personal strategic
plan for the 10-year period after graduation. "What du you want £0 be when you
grow up?" Wah few exceptions, they
wanted three things, mo ney, power and
thmgs (very b1g thmgs, including automobiles, yachts and even airplanes).
Primari ly concerned with their careers
and the growth oft heir financial portfolios,
their personal plans contained little room
for family, intellectualdevelopmem,spiritual growth or social responsibility. Their
mandate to 1he faculty was,"Teach me how
to be a money-making machine. Give me
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More than that little yellow card
Thanks to my roommate we were number 4. It
was an exciting position to be in, for we could have
gone practically wherever we wanted. I'm talking
about room sign-ups, of course. That wonderful
process of selecting the abode in
which you wi1l resider or the next
exciting, thrilling and sometimes
hellish year of your life. For me and
my beloved roomie, it will be our
senior year and we will be two of the
few seniors to be living on-campus.
The process of signing up for a
room really begins long before the
little yellow card arrives in your
mailbox announcing the time and
date of your sign-up experience. It
begins with the famous, "Hey, where are you going
to live next year?" question and takes off from
there.
Last year !lived in Sutowskl, so for me the
decision to move "across the street" to East was a
big one. 1contemplated having to get up for classes
ear her because of the longer walk to the AD
building and I wasn't sure how I would feel about
being so isolated from campus. Looking back on it
now 1ca n't believe that I was even concerned
This year my concerns for housing <1re of a
different nature. We moved from the [ trst floor of
East tor he second, meaning that next year 1wtll
once agam be screen less! In other words th1s
translateslnto dealing with monstrous mosquito

bites, finding dead bugs in the lights, swatting at
moths, bees and other insects that fly into the
room and praying that a bird doesn 't make its way
into the abode. Now I don't know about you, but
personally, I find the
whole th ing disgusting.
Why can't we, who live
=~Hi
on the floors above one,
have screens too7 ltJUSt
Features Editor
doesn't make sense.
Also on my mind is
the concept of a nonsmoking floor. We can
Commentary
req uest alcohol-free
floors; we can request
single liv ing. Why can't
we request non-smoking7 As a non-smoker, I
respect the rights of those who smoke to do so.
However, 1do not particularly enjoy the stench of
cigarette smoke that lingers in hallways and
blows in through the windows. Many people have
allergies to cigarette smoke and just the smell can
set them off. I'm sure the thought of living on a
smoke-free floor would be appealing to many who
have endured the smoky stenc h.
. .
For me, it is cheaper to hve on-campus, but 1f It
wasn't, then these would be two of the major
reasons why I would move off ·campus. So for all
of you trymg to figure out how to keep people on ·
campus, here's something else for you to th ink
about!

Gina M. Girardot
EdltOf·IO·O'Hef
Christina E. Hynes
Managng Editor
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only the facts, tools and techniques re·
quired to ensure my instantaneous financial success." All else was irrelevant.
Most colleges, in response to market
pressures . are so preoccupied with
careerism that they do lmle to facilitate
students' search for meaning.The absence

goals of higher education. Universities are
not immune to the law of decreasing returns with regard to mcreased size.
We estimate the optimum-sized undergraduate learning environment to be an
academtc communny consistmg of no
more tha n 2,000 students subdivided into

Lacking any sense of direction, any inner
conviction about what their lives ought to mean,
they [students] become the compliant victims of
external pressures imposed by their parents,
their passions and corporate America.
of meamng leads to drunken fraternity
house bashes, date rape , vandalism and
acts of violence.
Students have no incen tive to delay
gratification because they place so little
faith in a future that has no meaning for
them.
Instead, they pursue the elusive dream
that it is possible "to have it all and to have
it now" a dream tha[(urns out to be a he, a
matenallStiC cover for lack of meaning.
While subscribing to an ideology that
raises individualism toalmostgodlikestatus, morecol legestudents behave as worldclass conformists.
Some have tried . of ten in vain, to find
meanmg through the approval of parents,
personal computers, excessive television
viewing, rock music, spectator sports,
physical fitness and sexual prom1scuny
Ironically, lacking any sense of direction,any inner conviction about what their
ant victims of external pressures imposed by their parents, their passiOns and
corporate America.
Is it any wonder that the cost of higher
education is om of control and the mission
of most umversiues appears to be garbled
and inconsistent?
American universities have tried unsuccessfully to be all thmgs to all people.
In so doing, they find themselves in too
many unrelated disconnected businesses.
They have become academiC behemoths.
During higher education's "roaring.
Eighties," universities said no to almost no
one. By the 1990s, they had become virtually unmanageable. This is a far cry from
the L950s and 1960s, when universities
were viewed by American conservatives
asengi nes of economic growth, by h berals
as agents of social change, and by taxpayers as avenues of upward mobility.
A generation of students has come to
college quite fragile, insecure about purpose and fearful of a lack of identity. They
have little confidence in their economic
future. Emeringstudents haveexperienced
few lifetimeconnections with adults. They
have come from a "culture of neglect."
The generation entering college today
has been abandoned by parents, faculty
and administration. These students have
been left in a vacuum on college campuses
where there is nosenseof community,and
they are expected to emerge as mature,
responsible adults.
What is called for is a complete restruc·
turing of universities including the way
they are organized, the way undergradu·
ates are taught and in the substance of the
curriculum.
The ultimate aim of restructuring is to
improve thequalityof undergraduateeducation, increase its value and reduce its
costs to create a community of scholars
and teac hers who will enhance students'
critica l thinkingskillsand the1rsearch for
meaning
While we knowthatsmallnessalone is
no guarantee of a sc hool's educational effectiveness, we do believe that a large size
1smostly a negattve factor in achieving the

English-styleresidentialcollegesof around
300 students each, such as those found at
Harvard, Princeton and Yale.
Large state universities, wtth their de·
humanizing high -nse dormitories, legion
of graduate teachmg assistants and ten s of
thousands of undergrad uates,areantnheu-

cal to the pursuit of knowledge, meaning
andcommumty.
We propose downsizing universities to
a more reasonable scale and eventually
decouphng undergraduate education from
the largest of them. Over the next decade,
the a 1m of large universities should be either completely to sp111 off their undergraduate programs or to significantly decentralize them in a manner conSistent
with the residential college mode.
Too many of our universities resemble
General Motors of the 1950s. While American bus mess has radically transformed the
corporatton of the 1950 , Amen can h1ghcr
education IS still saddled with huge tnsti·
tunonal relics that produce assembly-lme
graduates.
After decades of di tancmg themselves
from their students, abandonmg them to
t hetr own devices, we are nope[ ul that
American colleges and univer ittescan re·
cover a se nse of them >elve as mtellectual
and moral communi ties dedtcated to the
mutual pursUit of knowledge and charac·
ter.
Our tudems deserve nothing less.

From around the nation...

•Views/ Letters to the editor
John Carroll's Saint Patrick's
Day Float
Iota Chi Upsilon has been building the
float for the St. Patrick's Day parade for
john Ca rroll for37 years This year we placed
first. We jUS\ wanted to post this for the
student body since the Carroll News somehow forgot to put it in the March 21 edition.
We find it a disgrace to the members of
Iota Chi Upsilon and all the otherfraterniues and sororities that when we do something outstanding for the school, it goes
unrecognized by the our paper. We provide
many valuable services to our school to
promote a "spirit of loyalty, support and
appreciation within the student," as ISpart
of our charter. How can these services mean
anything to us if the students know noth·
ing about them.
Our fraternity will be here for a long
ttme to come, and 1 hope in the I uture you
try to display more of what we do for the
schooL That ts your job, isn't it7
Doug Kill ilea
C1 ass of 1999

Art Club charter waiting for
approval
During the first week of February, we
submit ted an An Club charter to the Stu·
dent Un10n Revtew Committee for approval. Previously,JohnCarroll had an An
Club, so we revised the old charter in order

to re-establish theorgan1zation on campus
The Review Committee has not yet met, but
we were told that the charter was sure to be
approved when the Committee does meet.
We are excited about starting an organization which is tmportant for any students
with an tnterest in the fine arts, and is an
asset ro the john Carroll community
lt is very dtsappointing that the process
has been so slow that we could not plan any
activities for thiS year. We urge the Review
Committee to meet soon so we will not
miss the deadline to obtam funds for the
next year.
MariaJ Podsiadlo, Denise N. Lash,
Meggan M. Madden, and
Melanie]. Murawski
Class of 1999
Tile Carroll News welcome!> letters
to the ed1tor. as it is our way of
kriOwing what you like or dislike
about the CN. the c<Jmpus or life in
genera l. We require that letters be
submitted b~ noon Monday. in the
CN office to be eligible for
publication Letters can also be
submitted
via
e-mail
to
CNLETTERS JCVaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters wi ll be accepted after noon
on Monday only if there is additional
space available. We reserve the
nght to edit letters for clarit\ or
space considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by your
phone number .
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HITS & misses
HIT: The Cookies 'N' Cream bar in the cafeteria. m I s s: The after-Easter sugar-overload
stomachache. HIT: The encore presentation of
The Dead Matter, directed by and star -studded
with JCU students and alumni, this past weekend. HIT: The impossible-to-open front doors
of Grasselli Library have finally been fixed. As if
we hadn't made enough excuses to stay out of
the library. HlT(JCU): Worst thunderstorm in
recent memory. m i s s: The torn t arps, flayed
rooftops, power outages, and ankle-deep mud
the thunderstorm left behind. m I s s: Course
regi strations, housing sign-ups, and senior pict ures all in one breath.
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Higher education needs real world direction

Tenure: Have we
won the battle,
but not the war?

-

OPINION

Time for colleges to comect with students

•Views/Editorial

Tenure denial to three faculty members whipped
JCU into an uproar. The SU instantly and unanimously approved resolutions demanding explanations forwa rded to the various university ofncials
involved in the tenure process. The overwhelming
support of students for those professors appeared
everywhere for weeks. lt seems, after the aaministration reLently decided to reward tenure to those
professors after all, that we students accomplished
what we set our to do. But what exactly did we set
out to do? Regain our professors, or gam a tenure
process vote? And dicf our efforts really accomplish
anything?
·
Accoraing to university officials, additions and
clarifications were made to the professors' applications between the time the board first reviewed
them, denying them, and the time that, under appeal, the bOara re-reviewed them, granting tenure.
Those exact additions and clarifications are, and
probabl y will always, remain vague. But there is no
mdication tha t the review board Teels any part of
the tenure process warrants examination. And there
is no indication student concerns were even
weighed.
Perhaps student support came roo late, but anticipating tne right moment to strike is difficult when
our earliest warning comes af ter the fact. It has been
suggested that the oest way for students to alert
umversit_y officials about tneir tenure concerns is
t rough Tetter
"ting uring t e time o enure
review, but times ana involved applicants are not
offi cially announced. The boards silence is not by
choice. The board cannot reveal tenure applicants,
review times, or whether those applicants were
approved, denied, or even appeafeCl, without those
applicants' permission. Soil students want clout
during the tenure process, demanding information
from fhe review board will not accomplish anY.thing. Students must co-operate with their professors.
Students themselves must keep close tabs on the
ten ure process, taking the initianve to discover what
professors are up for tenure review, and make a
request to those professors for permission to publicl y announce th eir tenure review time in order for
students to publicly supp<?rt them. This method
mi ght not be as consistently successful as forced
disclosure from the tenure revi ew board. The privacy wishes of the professors must ultimately be
taken into consideration. But this method also
provides students with the opportunity to actively
mvolve themselves in te nure process, independent
of the disclosure of university officials, ana the
opportunity to forge more dxnamic bonds between
students and the professors they want tO support.
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We're here for a reason, you
lt is a tradition that the incoming Editorin-chief writes a commentary introducing
him or herself to the student body and
discusses plans for coverage of the upcom ing
school year.
But I am not going to do this because the
Carroll News is not about me or my plans for
the pape r.
The Carroll News is a newspaper which is
perhaf s the most comprehensive representation o j oh n Carroll
Universi ty to the camGina
pus and the s urroundin g
commun ity. This is
reflected in the coverage
Girardot
of all aspects of campus
Editor-In-Chief
life.
In the past, stories
included Operation
P. . . . ., Al1emnl
Co mment ary
donations, and Fulbright
award winners all of
which show the diverse
influence john Carroll has on the community.
On the other hand, articles also dealt w ith
crime, hazing and misuse of campus funds
for , they, too, represent the reality of the
Carroll community.
.
As Editor, I am here to play the watchdog
of campus activity. This is the traditional role
of the media, and it is a means to inform
readers a bout what is going on around them.
Some may not agree with this. But if you don't
want your name printed in the paper, the n
the solution is simple, don't do anything
wrong.
It gives me moral satisfaction to know that

I will be aiding students by giving them
the tools necessary to make informed
decisions about the atmosphere that
surrounds lhem. Especially in cases where
they may otherwise may be uninformed.
In reality, I act as a liaison to the students, responsible for informative reporting on the activities that occur, regardl ess
of what they are.
One of the integral philosophies of this
university is based in the
j esuit ideal of building a
strong ethical foundation to
make real world decisions.
The Carroll News sta ys
consistent to this standard.
We, the staf f, make an
hon est effortto be objective,
and to critique ourselves,
both nega tively and positively, with the intentio11 of
producing a better product
each week for you.
Perhaps the greatest affirmation of
these efforts was when, on this past
Saturday, the regional chapter of the
Society of Professionaljournalists
awarded the Car ro ll News Third Place in
Overall Excellence in Non-daily University Papers.
This award is not only a re flection of
the Carroll News staff, it is a represent ation of the Carroll community to world
outside john CarrolL
In the future, the new staff and I intend
to continue this kind of exceptional
quality for you.

·-----=======

goa Is of higher education. Universities are
Thomas Naylor & William Wll llmon
on ly the facts, tools and techniques renot immune to the law of decreasing re<!:lThe Baltimore Sun
quired to ensure my instantaneous finanturns with regard to increased size.
Few parents realize what they are domg cial success." All else was irrelevant.
We estimate the optimum -sized underto thcrr children by sending rhem to some
Most colleges, in response to ma rket
graduate learning environment to be an
of ou r most prestigious institutions of pressures, are so preoccup1ed with
academic community consisting of no
highe r education All too many of our col- careerism that they do little to facllitate
more than 2,000 st udems subdivided into
leges and univc rsitiesc harge too much and students' search for meaning. The absence
teach too linle to toomanystudents. ln this
unfriendly, permissive, anti-intellectual
environment,students take too few courses,
Lacking any sense of direction, any inner
dr ink too much, pa rty too much and lea rn
too little from faculties concerned more conviction about what their lives ought to mean,
with political correctness than truth .
One might hope thatourcolleges would
they [students] become the compliant victims of
prov 1de cutt ing-edge solutions,or at least
some solutions. to our nation's many socia I,
external pressures imposed by their parents,
economic, politica l and environmemal
problems. Unfortuna tely,nothingcould be
their passions and corporate America.
funher from the truth. Today's college students areinwconsumerism ,hedonism,antl
English-styleresidentialcollegesof around
intellectualism and unabashed individu- of meaning leads to drunken fraternity
300 students each, such as those found at
ali sm, which give rise to alco hol abuse, in- house bashes, da te rape, vandalism and
Harvard, Pri nceton and Yale
acts of violence.
dole nce and excessive careerism.
Large state uni versi ties, with their deIf one listens to college students talk in
Students have no incentive to delay
ng h igh-risedormitories,legions
humanizr
the dining hall, the library or the student gra tification because they place so little
of graduate teaching assistants and tens of
union , the expression heard most often faith in a future that has no meamng for
thousands of undergrad uates,arcanmheufrom them on many campuses is, "I can't them.
Instead, they pursue the elusive dream
bel1eve how drunk 1 was last night."
Nothing better characterizes th e self- that it is possible "to have it all and to have
image of college students than one of their it now" a drea m that turns out to be a he, a
favori te self -designations,"We work hard, mate rialistic cover for lack of meaning.
While subscribing to an ideology that
. we play hard." But how is it possible to work
hard and main tain the kind of lifestyle raises individualism roa lmostgod l ike stawh ich pervades college campuses today7
tus, morecollegestudents behave as worldHow often do students think hard in an class conformis ts.
Some have tried, often in vain, to fmd
environment in which they receive higher
grades for doing less work in fewer courses meanmg through the approval of parents,
than was the case a few years ago? With no personal computers, excessive television
Saturday classes. few early morning classes viewing, rock music. spectator sports,
and the widespread use of work-savingper- physical fitness and sexual promiscui ty.
Ironically, lacking any sense of di rec sonal computers, students have far more
free tim e on th eir hands th an they ca n e[ - tion,anyin ncr conv iction about what their

From

were asked to w rit e a pe rsonal strategic
plan for the 10-year period after gradua tion. "What du you want to be when you
grow up?" With few exceptions, t hey
wanted three things, money, power and
th 1ngs (very b1g thmgs, includ ing automobiles, yachts and even airplanes).
Prrmarily concerned with the1r careers
and the growth of their financia l portfolios,
their personal plans contained little room
for family, imcllecwal development, spintual growth or soc ial respons1bility. Their
mandate toth e faculty was,"Teach me how
to be a money-making machine. Give me
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More than that little yellow card
Thanks to my roommate we were number 4. It
was an exciting position to be in, for we could have
gone practically wherever we wanted. I'm talking
about room sign-ups, of co urse. That wonderfu l
process of selecti ng theabode in
which you will resid e for the next
exciting, thrilli ng and sometimes
hellish year of your life. For me and
my beloved roomie, it will be our
senior year and we will be two of the
few seniors to be living on-campus.
The process of signing up for a
room really begins long before the
little yellow ca rd arrives in your
mailbox announci ng the time and
date of your sign-up experience. It
begins with the famous, "Hey, whcn-e are you going
to live next year?" question and takes off fro m
there.
Last year I lived in Sutowski, so for me the
decision to move "across the street" to East was a
big one I contemplated having to get up for classes
earlier because of the longer walk to the AD
bui lding and I wasn't sure how I would feel about
being so isolated from campus. Looking back on it
now, I can't believe that I was even concerned.
This year my concerns for housing are of a
different nature. We moved from the firstfloor of
East to the second, meaning that next year l will
once agarn be screen less! In other words this
translates into deahng with monstrous mosqu rto

Gina M. Gi rardo t
Edot ()(·ln-Ollef
Christi na E. Hynes

bites, finding dead bugs in the lights, swatting at
moths, bees and other insects that fly into the
room and praying that a bird doesn't make its way
into the abode. Now I don't know about you, but
personall y, I find the
whole thi ng disgusting.
Sherry
Why ca n't we, who live
Lucchetti
on the floors above one,
have screens too7 It just
Features Editor
doesn't make sense.
Also on my mind is
the concept of a nonsmoking floor. We can
Commentary
request alcohol-[ ree
floors; we ca n request
single li ving Why can't
we request no n-smoking7 As a non-smoker, 1
respect the rights of those who smoke to do so.
However, I do not particularly enjoy the stench of
cigarette smoke that lingers m hallways and
blows in through the windows. Many people have
allerg1es to cigarette smoke and just the smell can
set them off. I'm sure the thought of living on a
smoke-free floor would be appealing to many who
have endured the smoky stench.
. _
For me, it is cheaper to live on-campus, but 1f It
wasn't, then these would be two of the major
reasons why I would move off-campus. So for aII
of you trying to figure out how tO keep people oncampus, here's something else for you to think
about!
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nt victims
external pressures imposed by thei r parents, thei r passions and
corporate America.
Is it any wonder that the cost of higher
education is out of control and them ission
of most universmes appea rs to be garbled
and inconsistent?
American univerSJties have tried unsuccessfully to be all things to all people.
In so doing, they find themselves in too
many unrelated disconnected businesses.
They have become academic behemoths.
During higher education's "roaring.
Eighties," universitiessa id no to almost no
one. By the 1990s, they had become virtually unmanageable. This ts a far cry from
the 1950s and 1960s, when universities
were viewed by American conservatives
as engines of economic growth, by Iibera ls
as agents of soc1al change, and by taxpayers as avenues of upward mobility.
A generati on of students has come to
college quite fragile, insecure about purpose and fearful of a lack of identity. They
have litt le confidence in their econo mic
future. Enteri ngstudents haveexperienced
few l ifetimeconnections wr th ad ults. They
have come from a "culture of neglect."
The generation emering college today
has been abandoned by pa rents, facu lt y
and adm inistration. These students have
been left in a vacuum on college ca mpuses
where thereis nosenseof community,a nd
they are expected to emerge as mature,
responsible adults.
What is ca lled for is a complete restruc turing of universities including the way
they are orga ni zed, the way undergraduates are taught and in the substance of the
curriculum
The ultimate aim of restructuring is to
improve thequa lityof undergraduateeducation, mcrease its value and red uce its
costs to create a community of scholars
and teachers who will enh ance students'
critical thi nk ingsk tll sand thei r search for
mea ning.
While we know thatsmallnessalone is
no guarantee of a school's educanonal effec ti veness, we do believe that a large size
is mostl y a negative factor in achieving the

cal to the pursuit of knowledge, meaning
and community
We propose downsizing umverstues to
a more reasonable sca le and eventually
decoupl1 ng undergraduateeducatton from
the largest of them. Over the next decade,
the aim of large universities should be ei ther completely to spin off their undergraduate programs or to significant ly decentra lize them in a manner consistent
with the residential college mode.
Too many of our univer Hies resemble
Genera l Mororsof the 1950s. While American busmesshasrad1call y transformed the
corporat ion of the 1950s. American higher
education is still saddled with huge msntuuonal relics that produce assembly-lme
graduates.
After decades of di stancing themselves
from their students, abandoning them to
thetr own devices, we are hopeful that
American colleges and umver ttie can recover a se nse of them selves as intellectual
and moral communiries dedicated to the
mutual pursuit of knowledge and chanlCter.
Our students deserve nothmg le s.

the nation...

•Views/ Letters to the editor
John Carroll's Saint Patrick's
Day Float
lota Chi Upsilon has been burld1ng the
float for the St. Patrick's Day parade for
john Carroll for37yea rs.This year we placed
first. We jus~ wanted to post this for the
student body smce the Carro ll News somehow forgot to put it in the March 21 edition.
We fmd it a disgrace to the members of
Iota Chi Upsilon and all the other f rate rn ities and sororities that when we do something outstanding for the school, it goes
unrecognized by the our paper We provtde
ma ny valuable services to our sc hool to
promote a "spirit of loyalty, support and
appreciation within the srudent," as IS part
of our charter. How can these services mean
a nythi ng to us if the students know not hing about them.
Our fraternity will be here for a long
time to come, and I hope in the future you
try to display more of what we do for the
schooL That ts your job, isn't it?
Doug Killilea
Class of 1999

Art Club charter waiting for
approval
During the first week of February, we
submitted an Art Club charter to the Student Union Review Committee for approval. Prevtously,John Carroll had an An
Club, so we revised the old charter 1n order

to re-establish the organization on campus
The Review Committee has not yet met, but
we were told that the charter was sure to be
approved when the Commtttee does meet.
We are excited about starring an organization which is tmportant for any stude nts
with an interest in the fine arts, and is an
asset to the john Ca rroll community
It is very disappointing that the process
has been so slow that wecou ld not plan any
activmes for th iS year. We urge the Rev1ew
Committee to meet soon so we will not
mtss the deadline to obtam funds for the
next year
Mariaj. Podsiadlo, Demse N Lash,
Meggan M. Madden , and
Melanie j. Murawski
Class of 1999
The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the ed1tor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the CN. the cJmpus or life in
general. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in the
CN office. to be eligible for
publication Letters cvn also be
submitted
via
e-mail
to
CNLETTERS jc.a~a.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after noon
on Monday only if there is additional
space available. We reserve the
right to edit letters for clarity or
space considerations. Letters must
be signed and ;~ccompanied b~ your
phone number.
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Part Time: Drive woman
to doctor appointments
and help with errands.
Flexible hours. Call 2958774
Seeking: Corporation
looking for a summer intern (full -time), in Em ployee communications
and public affairs, rate of
pay min. $7 I hr. for more
info contact: Therese
Miachak, 646-3080.

s

room and board on our
3rd floor teen suite with
bath. Mary 292-4899.
Landscape Help: Possible full -time position
available. Hours flexible.
Hard working and dependable but no experience
needed. Serious inquires
only please. 590-2500.
Childcare needed for 7
month twin boys. My
shaker home. 3 days/
week. 991-9424.

For Rent: Do you need a
place for the summer? 2-Family House for rent.
$150/month. Call 397- Walk to JCU. 2 Bedrooms,
Large, Clean. 3 Student
5251.
Max. $750/month. Day
Room for rent for the 586-6828. Eve. 831summer! Low rent in ex- 1368.
change for minimal babysitting with an 11-year- $200-$500 Weekly- Mailold girl. Mayfield Hts. Lo- ing travel brochures. No
cation. Non-smoker pre- experience necessary.
ferred. Please contact: For information send a
Linda Spisak-pager 806- self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Universal
8062.
Travel, P.O. box 610188
Spending the Summer in Miami, FL 33261.
Cleveland? Baby-sitter
wanted to care for my 2 JOB AVAILABLE: NANNY
mo. and 2 year. olds. Flex- WANTED for third grade
ible hours up to 20 hrs/ girl just minutes from JCU.
week. Country Club Ac- MUST have reliable transcess. Transportation portation. Hours 7:00 preferable. $6.00 hr or 8:30a.m. and 3:00-7:00
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p.m. with some additional
hours for running errands
at your convenience .
Good pay, nice people
Possibly for summer employment also. Call Vince
Gennaro 963-5520 days.
Seeking Experienced Sitter: Baby-sitter needed
for a 2.5 year old boy.
Tuesday and Thursdays
8:50 a.m. - 2:15 p.m. In
Shaker home near school.
Need car and references.
595-1352.
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sive babysitter needed
beginning, May 6. Must
be available two afternoons/week, 3-7 p.m. for
a good 6 yr. old boy. Home
is located near Fairmont
near Belvoir. 371-2108
Reliable, caring& respon- evenings.

Money-Motivated and Enthusiastic individuals
needed for rapidly expanding firm. Flexible
hours /tra ining. 442 1767.
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HOUSEKEEPER: Baby-sitter wanted, for 5 hours/
day. Good hourly wage.
Car required, must be a
non-smoker. Call 9912567.
Alumni operated roofing
contractor looking for
any industrious persons
looking for a summer job.
Call 729-2292.
Babysitter needed! Good
Pay!! A fun 11- year old
girl needs watched on
weekdays froom 12:005:00, July 22-Aug. 16th.
Car is preferable, but not
required. Please call
pager 806-8062.
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in biology?
AMERICAN

AI8s BIOLg~ICAL
INSTITUTE

'Tanning Salon

STUDIES

is looting to start a student
chapter at JCU.

fill Tan

If you have a friendly, upbeat personality and want to work in a
fun, fast -paced environment ... then we're the place for you!

Wed. April 24 at 7:30 p .m

------, All positions available: servers, bartenders,

We will discuss membership
and brainstorm activities
and fleldtrlps. All students
and faculty are invited.

We offer varying
schedules, full and

Ut-0888

Nt W LOC/I'f<JON
448.) MIIIJ'9E£0 1<? 0110. SOIA'f H E/AC£90

part timc,meal
discounts and
much more!

kitchen, host/hostess', service assistants
!lei Rio
Apply in Cantina
1541 Golden Gate Plaza
person at l\layfielrl Height~
~17/96.
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